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Cubs lose, Cubs lose

Shell game

San Francisco wins playoffs
3-2 in game five

Topping the cotton

New Raiders coach wins
debut Monday night 14-7

At $5.2 billion Kluge
heads Forbes' list of the richest
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Partly
Cloudy
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
45 to 50. Light northwest wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
and warmer. High in the mid
70s.

MURRAY, KY

WORLD

NATIONAL

BERLIN — In an unprecedented move, Leipzig officials promised
to push for dialogue between the opposition and Communist leaders
and allowed 70,000 protesters to jam the city center in East Germany's
largest protest in decades.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Anti-nuclear activists say they'll try
to invade the launch pad of the space shuttle Atlantis if a court challenge today fails to block liftoff of the ship with its radioactive plutonium payload.
WASHINGTON — Consumers may soon be paying higher prices
for prescription drugs as more generic products are pulled from the
market and cost-conscious buyers are left with fewer low-priced
options, some industry observers say.
WASHINGTON — President Bush must "put a line in the sand"
to head off further funding cuts for Star Wars, say the missile defense
system's hard-core backers who seek a sharper administration view of
the program's purpose.
SAN FRANCISCO — Michael Bishop was unsure about becoming
a doctor, and Harold Varmus wrote his thesis on Dickens, not DNA.
But today the pair share the Nobel Prize in medicine.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has ordered the
Transportation Cabinet to keep
hundreds of small, rural communities on the official 1990 state road
map.
Among those scheduled for
removal were Joy in Livingston
County and Monkeys Eyebrow in
Ballard County.
In drawing up its list, the cabinet
had selected towns without a post
office, with populations of less
than 100 and those that were not
incorporated into cities.
The proposed removal touched
off protests from a number of people, including Benton Mayor Coy

Creason, a native of Brewers, and
state Rep. Dick Castleman of Mayfield, whose wife is a native of Kirbyton in Carlisle County, another
candidate for removal.
Castleman faxed his protest to
the governor along with a copy of
an Oct. 1 story carried in The
Paducah Sun.
"I received your fax ... and
appreciate you bringing the situation to my attention," Wilkinson
said in a letter faxed to Castleman.
"I agree with those who say that
all our rural communities deserve
our continued support."
Wilkinson said he "advised
(Transportation) Secretary (Milo)

A plethora of pumpkins

Brandon escapes
serious injury
In crash of his
ultra-light plane
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

ROBINSON CREEK — Selective strikes at two Pike County coal
mines over alleged coal shipments to Pittston Coal Group show no
signs of being resolved quickly even though similar strikes were
settled in West Virginia last week.
CATLE'TTSBURG — The head of a Catlettsburg nursery school,
where two children allegedly had their mouths washed out with a caustic cleaner, says the accusations are not true and that no one's mouth
was washed out.
FRANKFORT — Rockcasile County school superintendent Bige
Towery Jr. is hoping a new handbook will help school administrators
promote better parent-school relations, a top priority for his district.

SPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO — The San Francisco Giants are the National
League champs and the Bay area gets its ultimate World Series.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Art Shell, the league's first black
coach since 1925, had a successful debut as the Los Angeles Raiders
defeated the New York Jets 14-7.
DETROIT — Gordie Howe, who retired in 1980 as hockey's alltime scoring leader after a 26-year career, says he will return to the ice
in 1990 to add another record to his long list of achievements — playing in six decades.
TOKYO — Chris Evert and Martina Navratilova handled a pair of
17-year-olds in leading the United States past Spain in the final of the
Federation Cup.
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Donna Gream, of D & M Market, stands watch over her harvest of pumpkins ready to adorn the porches
and doorsteps of Murray residents preparing for the October holiday.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new system designed to regulate
use of tanning beds will require
patrons to sign statements saying
they know of the risks and the safest way to use the equipment.
The registration system developed by the Cabinet for Human
Resources calls for operators of the
state's estimated 25,000 tanning
beds to post signs warning of the
dangers of overexposure to ultraviolet radiation.

About 400 operators have registered so far, said Don Nodler, a
supervisor in the radiation control
branch of the cabinet.
"This is not an effort to endorse
or approve tanning facilities, but to
let consumers know how to use
them as safely as possible," he
said.
"You cannot protect a consumer
from himself. If a consumer is
determined not to use eyewear or
to go to several tanning beds in

11.7
13.8
31

succession, we're not out to prevent that. But we are there to let
them know there are risks in that
activity."
The Northern Kentucky District
Health Department hopes to register all tanning bed operators in
Boone, Campbell, Kenton and
Grant counties by Oct. 18, said
Bob Slone, district environmental
health coordinator.
Health department workers then
will begin annual inspections of
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tanning bed operations, looking for
problems ranging from faulty electrical connections to misuse of goggles. If health inspectors find problems, they can force operators to
close until they meet standards,
Nodler said.
Repeated violations can lead to
fines of up to $100 a day, he said.
Signs warning of the effects of
overexposure to ultraviolet radia(Cont'd on page 2)

Aquino refuses compromise on
Marcos' burial in Philippines

13.9

Ew

Aloft in his plane hundreds of
feet above the ground Monday,
David Brandon suddenly found
himself without an engine and like
most objects, too heavy to float.
"The engine just quit and so
down I came," according to
Brandon.
But although the city and county
fire departments as well as other
authorities were summoned to the
scene of the crash in a cut cornfield
just east of Murray, Brandon suffered no injuries.
And his plane?
"Just banged up a wheel and did
a little damage to the engine casing," he said. "Not too bad considering what could have happened."
Brandon's accident involved an
ultra-light, a small, 250-pound aluminum and fabric contraption capable of little more than 30 miles
per hour and a few hundred feet.

State to require warnings on tanning beds
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Names to remain

Bryant that I do not want any communities removed from our state
map. Secretary Bryant has assured
me that his cabinet has no intention
of doing so."
Castleman said he didn't think
the governor knew of the Transportation Cabinet's plan.
"I think some of the bureaucrats
in Frankfort were doing it without
his knowledge. The fact that he
acted so quickly to kill the plan is
an indication that he didn't want
something like this to happen. ...
He has rural roots, too."
Wilkinson is from Casey County
in eastern Kentucky.

STATE

LONDON — Jaguar PLC is
in talks with General Motors
Corp. about a possible cooperative operating agreement, setting
the stage for a possible tug-ofwar between GM and Ford
Motor Co. over the British
automaker.
Jaguar said Monday that GM
was considering buying a minority stake in Jaguar as part of
such an arrangement. Ford
announced three weeks ago it
wanted to buy up to 15 percent
of Jaguar.

35-CENTS

Wilkinson orders Transportation Cabinet
to keep small communities on road map
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 cm. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and II a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Imelda Marcos
Wants terms negotiated

Corazon Aquino
Says 'no compromise'

MANILA, Philippines — President Corazon Aquino said Monday
she would not compromise her
refusal to let Ferdinand E. Marcos,
her exiled predecessor, be buried in
the Philippines.
A Manila newspaper quoted
Imelda Marcos, the former president's widow, as suggesting terms
might be negotiated for allowing
Marcos to be buried in Ilocos
Norte, his home province. Marcos
died Sept. 28 in Honolulu at age
72.
Two senators urged Defense
Secretary Fidel Ramos to reveal
details of an alleged plot to kill
Mrs. Aquino in connection with a

coup by Marcos forces.
Marcos had lived in exile in
Hawaii since a civilian-military
uprising drove him from the country on Feb. 26, 1986, after 20 years
in office. Mrs. Aquino cited fears
of civil unrest in refusing to allow
the return of the body or Marcos
relatives.
In a statement Monday, she said:
"The position against the return of
the remains of former President
Marcos is based on considerations
of national interest and security, so
it cannot be the subject of
compromise."
Cabinet officials said last week
the ban was based in pan an intelligence reports of a plot to assassi(Coard on page 2)
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TVA's payroll smallest in 15 years;
may shrink even more with overhaul
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— Nine years ago, at the height of
building an ambitious nuclear power program, the Tennessee Valley
Authority boasted a record 52,4%
employees.
But after trimming its work force
by nearly one-fifth over the past 12
months, the seven-state federal utility has only 26,676 workers, its
smallest payroll in 15 years.
And the agency is likely to
shrink even further with the overhaul program at the Sequoyah and
Browns Ferry nuclear plants winding down, according to TVA
officials.
"We're getting lean and mean,"
said Sue Wallace, vice president of
human resources in TVA's nuclear
division. "We're right on target
with our staffing plans."
Under a reorganization plan
developed by TVA nuclear chief
Oliver Kingsley, an additional
1,855 nuclear power jobs are scheduled to be phased out this fiscal
year, although Ms. Wallace said a
recent decision to reactivate

Browns Ferry in 1990 may limit
those cutbacks..
Last year, employment in the
nuclear division dropped by 2,449
jobs, to 10,173. But the power division, including the coal-fired and
hydroelectric plants, grew by 200,
to 10,290. The resource development staff, which is funded by
appropriated funds, fell by 57 jobs,
to 1,987.
The fiscal 1989 increase was the
first in the power division since it
was separated from nuclear power
in 1985. In the previous five years,
the office's staff was slashed by
about 25 percent, mostly by eliminating many conservatio and
research programs and streamlining
at coal and hydro plants. '
TVA increased staffing at several aging coal plants after power
planners determined the units
should be maintained for the long
term. The additional workers are
expected to help cut overtime
expenses and improve plant
maintenance.
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nate Mrs. Aquino. The government
has not released details, but congressmen briefed on the contents
have warned of a serious threat to
stability if Marcos' body is
returned.
Sen. Ernesto Maceda, chairman
of the Senate Defense Committee,
said Ramos should reveal the
reports public because of their
seriousness.
Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile, the former defense minister and an opposition senator, endorsed Maceda's
request, to which the government
did not respond.
Malaya, a Manila newspaper,
quoted Mrs. Marcos as suggesting
discussions about the burial could
begin when Mrs. Aquino visits the
United States in November.
"1 have always been open to
this," she was quoted as saying.
"We have initiated it and we will
not tire to initiate such a move
because of our obsession with what
is right."
The Supreme Court has asked
the government to respond by Friday to a petition by Marcos supporters asking that the ban on the
body's return be nullified.
An 8-7 court ruling last month
found Marcos to be a security
threat, but loyalists hope the justices will reconsider now that the
former president is dead.
Mrs. Aquino told a business
group Monday forgiving the Marcoses would undermine public faith
in morality.
"The spirit of reconciliation has
been extended to the blind forgiveness of those who fronted for the
dicatorship and who have yet to
make restitution to the nation," she
declared.
"My critical attitude toward this
development has been called vindictiveness. ... What worries me
about this is not so much that the
guilty are escaping censure, but
that the millions of innocent Filipinos will lose faith in the value of
morals."
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(Cont'd from page 1)
uon and its effects on fair skin
must be posted within 40 inches of
each tanning device, Nodler said.
The push for regulations in Kentucky gained momentum in 1987
after a teen-ager in Louisville suffered severe burns because of a
defective timer on a tanning bed,
Nodler said. The new regulation
requires people younger than 18 to
obtain parental consent before
using a tanning bed, he said.
P.D. Kuhn, president of New
Age Distributing in Louisville, says
he believes registering and inspecting tanning businesses will
improve quality. New Age has sold
about 95 percent of the tanning

Read the
want ads daily

At $5.2 billion, Metromedia founder
John Kluge tops Forbes' richest list

Record
pumpkin
weighs in
at 755 pounds

By STEFAN FATS1S
AP Business Writer

By RON LESKO
Associated Press Writer

COLLINS, N.Y. — The
pumpkin-growing world
crowned a new champion Monday — a record 755-pounder
that measures more than 12 feet
around.
The entry of a retired agriculture agent from Canada, Gordon
Thomson, was 84 pounds heavier than last year's winner at
the international World Pumpkin
Weigh-Off.
"It acted like No. 1 from the
time it started," Thomson said.
Thomson of Henuningford,
Quebec, said he owes his success to quality seed, a lot of
luck and "good Holstein cow
manure."
"If you're used to agriculture
and you're used to growing
things you can see when you've
got something different, said
Thomson. who retired four years
ago from the Canadian Ministry
of Agriculture.
Thomson brought his pumpkin to Collins from Canada in
the bed of a pickup truck. It
tipped the scales at 755 pounds,
measuring 151.5 inches in circumference. Thomson won
$3,0002
• Organizer4 of the seventhannual event said no pumpkin
weighing more than 700 pounds
had been recorded before Thomson's winner.
The Collins-based World
Pumpkin Confederation, a group
of growers and other pumpkin
enthusiasts, is host for the competition. Volunteers from the
group help weigh pumpkins in
Collins and take telephone calls
during the event from weigh stations in 21 other spots in the
United States, Canada, Belgium,
Australia and England.

beds in Kentucky, Kuhn said.
"It's going to build in some
positive guidelines for owners and
operators that have been long overdue," he said.
"We've always preached safety
and training ... but finally somebody is going to go in and check
on these people and make sire
they're doing it the right way. I
think that's marvelous.
"If there are businesses thi.t
aren't doing it the right way, maybe they'll be eliminated and make
it better for people operating legitimate businesses."
Kuhn believes problems in the
tanning business are few.
"Owners of tanning salons in
Kentucky need to be proud of how
well they have policed themselves," he said
Nodler, however, said state officials found wide disparity among
tanning bed operations. "Some
were operated very soundly. ... In
others, we found unsanitary conditions," he said.
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NEW YORK — Metromedia Co.
Chairman John Werner Kluge is
worth an estimated $5.2 billion, but
he had to back into first place on
Forbes magazine's annual list of
the 400 richest Americans.
Kluge displaced Sam Walton,
head of the Wal-Mart stores discount chain, who divided his $9
billion fortune among himself and
his four children and ended a fouryear reign as Forbes's wealthiest
person.
Among other notables on the list
released Monday, developer
Donald Trump compounded his
already considerable fortune and
financiers Michael Milken and Carl
Icahn joined the billionaires club.
Overall, Forbes' richest are
worth an estimated total of about
S269 billion, up nearly $50 billion
from the previous year, a 22 percent increase that substantially outpaced last year's 4.4 percent inflation rate.
That total wealth would come
just short of bailing out the
nation's failed savings and loans
over the next 30 years, the cost of
which was estimated by Congress
at $285 billion.
The list appears in the Oct. 23
edition of Forbes and is based on
estimated holdings as of Sept. 8.
The prototypical member of Forbes' ultra-rich was a 63-year-old
male with 3.1 children working on
his 1.4th marriage with a net worth
of $672 million last year, more
than the gross national product of
Lesotho, Forbes said.
The list contains 3.4.6 men and 54
women; 159 inherited their wealth;
no one from Maine, North Dakota
or Alaska qualified; Yale had 22 of
the richest, Harvard 17 and the
University of Pennsylvania 12; the
45 with master's degrees in business had an average net worth of
$895 million, while the 10 highschool dropouts had an average of
$854 million.
About 20 percent, or 82, of those
listed live in or near New York
City, with Los Angeles second with
32 and San Francisco third at 19.
Twenty-one people on the list own
at least one-third of a major league
sports franchise.
The number of billionaires
increased to 66 from 51. The minimum net worth to make the list
rose to $275 million from $225
million.
At the pinnacle was Kluge, 75,
of Charlottesville, Va., whose holdings rose an estimated $2 billion
from the previous year thanks to a
tripling in the value of his holdings
in cellular telephones, Forbes said.
Kluge-moved up from the No. 2
spot. The magazine noted that
"klug" in German means smart.
For 71-year-old Walton, of Bentonville, Ark., charity began at
home. The man who milked cows
during the Depression to support
his family split his Wal-Mart and
other assets equally with his four
children. While the family's total
holdings increased to $9 billion
from $6.7 bilion, the individual
family members tied for 20th on
the list.
Moving up to second from 12th
place was investor Warren Buffett,
59, of Omaha, Neb., the head of
Berkshire Hathaway whose stock
market-based fortune nearly
doubled, to $4.2 billion. Behind
him was Sumner Murray Redstone,
head of National Amusements Inc.
and entertainment giant Viacom,
with $2.88 billion.
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America has more billionaires
than any other nation — Japan is
second with 41 — but the richest
of the rich live abroad.
Kluge's fortune makes him the
ninth-wealthiest private individual
in the world, according to Forbes.
He is topped by six Japanese, a
South Korean and Canadian
publisher Kenneth Roy Thompson.
Japan's Yoshiaki Tsutsurui, who
made his money in land, railroads
and resorts, is worth about $15 billion, Forbes said.
Eighteen new billionaires joined
the Forbes American list, including
Laurence and Robert Tisch of
Loews Corp. at $1.36 billion
apiece, entertainment mogul Kirk
Kerkorian at $1.29 billion, indicted
junk bond financier Milken at
$1.27 billion and TWA boss Icahn
at $1.2 billion.
Trump also was among the individual standouts, adding $700 million to his empire of hotels, casinos
and an airline for a $1.7 billion
total.
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For the second straight year, the
youngest self-made billionaire was
33-year-old William Henry Gates
III at $1.25 billion. Gates dropped
out of Harvard University to found
Microsoft in 1972.
Si Louis beer and baseball magnate August Anheuser Busch Jr.,
who died Sept. 29 at age 90, was
included on the list with $1.5 billion. Forbes said it compiled its
profiles before he died.
The youngest person on the list
is Caroline Marie Getty, 32,
daughter of the late George Getty,
with her $330 million inheritance.
The oldest of the wealthy remained
94-year-old Mansfield Freeman of
Greensboro, Vi, who holds a stake
in an insurer, American International Group, with $360 million.
Among the losers were real
estate investor and builder Fred
Trammell Crow, whose net worth,
Forbes estimated, sank to $300
million from $775 million, thanks
to softness in commercial real
estate.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
But despite the accident, Brandon maintains that he will stick to
his "hobby" of ultra-light flying.
"I would have been back up
there this morning if it hadn't been
as windy," according to Brandon
who owns four of the kit planes.
Brandon began flying with a gyrocoptcr, a miniature helicopter
some nine years ago before taking
up the sport of ultra-lights. The one
he crash-landed Monday has been
his for four months.
Since earning his wings, Brandon said he has practiced and
trained for the day when an
emergency would come up.
"I fly quite a bit and I know
what I'm doing," Brandon said,
adding he regularly practices simulation crash-landings. "It looks
dangerous to a lot of people but it's
really not as dangerous as people
think."
In his four years of flying, only
one other emergency has occurred
while he's been airborne, Brandon
said, when his engirke began to
miss. This time, it just quit entirely, he said.
Brandon said that although he
was not hurt, he was proud of the
quick response by the Murray Fire
Department, Calloway County Fire
& Rescue, the Sheriff's Office and
the ambulance service.
"Someday I might really need
them," he said.
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Higher education
deserves support

Pondering these questions seems appropriate as the country observ
es
the ninth annual National Higher Education Week Oct. 8-14 sponso
red
by
the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).
Yet we
prefer to alter CASE's theme, "Higher Education: Be a Part of It,"
somewhat to make a timely point.
Maybe the theme in Kentucky should be "Make Higher Educat
ion
Part of It" — with reference to the 1990 session of the Kentucky Genera a
l
Assembly to convene in early January or any subsequent specia
l session.
Most of the attention, whenever the legislature gets around to the issue
of court-mandated educational reform, will be on elementary and
secondary schools. And that's as it should be. First, it must be determined what
measures are necessary to make Kentucky's public school system
constitutional by ensuring that every child has an equal opportunity
for an
adequate education.
Next is the matter of cost. How much money will it take to do
what
needs to be done? Where will those dollars come from?
Whatever the answers to those questions, higher education should
be
made a part of a total education package. Any new taxes or
increased
taxes imposed to finance educational reform should also be suffici
provide adequate funding for our state universities. For young ent to
Kentuckians to be able to compete successfully for jobs and to enjoy
a better
quality of life, they need the benefit of full educational opportunity,
and
that means kindergarten through college.
Higher education has not been adequately funded for several
years.
Instead, we have pushed that responsibility ahead to somewhere
in the
hazy future with a "we'll take care of it later" attitude. But the future
never arrived. Dr. James L. Booth, acting president of Murray State has
University, expressed the concern recently that, unless that trend
is reversed,
"Kentucky is looking at a vast wasteland for higher
education in the
1990s."
Higher education is no longer a luxury but a virtual necess
ity. Never
will we in Kentucky find circumstances more favorable
to show our recognition of that fact than in the next few months. If we don't,
Kentucky is
destined to continue to hold the dubious distinction
of its status as:
• 50th in adults with high school diplomas.
* 49th in college graduates in its population.
• 46th in college attendance.
We must make higher education an integral part of the whole
picture and take advantage of the moment. It won't be easy. education
It will take
some courage and leadership — but we do have a right to
expect that of
the people we elected to represent us. Now it depends on
whether they
choose to run toward opportunity or away from respons
ibility.

Today is Tuesday, October 10, the 283rd day of 1989. There
are 82
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On October 10, 1973, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, accuse
d of
accepting bribes, pleaded no contest to one count of incom
e tax evasion
and resigned.
On this date:
Ten years ago: The Baltimore Orioles defeated the Pittsburgh
Pirates,
5-4, in the first game of the World Series, but the Pirates would
go
on to
win the series in seven games.
Five years ago: Vice President George Bush and Democrat Gerald
Ferraro privately prepared for their debate, scheduled for the followine
ing
day.
One year ago: Vice President Bush and Democrat Michael Dukakis
prepared for their second debate of the 1988 campaign, scheduled
to take
place in three days.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Helen Hayes is 89. Author James Clavell
65. Playwright Harold Pinter is 59. Former Illinois Senator Adlai Stevenis
son III is 59. Entertainer Ben Vereen is 43. Singer David Lee Roth is 34.
Singer Tanya Tucker is 31.
Thought for Today: "The imperceptible process of age has a point
which, once passed, cannot be retraced. I knew I had passed that point
and was getting old the day I noticed that all the cops looked so young
."
— Harry Lewis Golden, American author, editor and publisher
1(1903-1981).
— By The Associated Peed
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A roundabout remembrance ofJoe Rigsby

Unfortunately we in Kentucky seem to have difficulty absorbing
— and
certainly acting on — ideas presented with any less emphasis
than a twoby-four administered with gusto squarely between the eyes.
Consider the following "warning" from the report titled "In Pursui
t of
Excellence" issued by the Prichard Committee in 1981:
"For a state to remain competitive in fields of worthwhile endeav
or, it
must project both an image and the substance of progressive progr
ams
and innovative leadership. Neither the image nor the substance
can
be
projected without the existence of a system of higher educat
ion that
strives for and attains a level of excellence.
"Under current conditions, Kentucky is headed toward a crisis
in
financing higher education, a crisis that could frustrate hopes
for
the
improved quality of life Kentuckians have a right to expect for their
children ... Kentuckians must be asked to face a clear choice betwe
en improvement or continued deterioration.
"For the good of Kentucky, this trend must be reversed. Kentuc
ky's
system of higher education must be of sufficient quality that it
can lead
the state successfully into an age of intensely competitive economic,
nological and social change. If quality is Kentucky's aim, the techsystem
cannot be sustained with its present resources."
Although we were made aware of the impending crisis in higher
education in 1981 — two governors ago — the admonition of that blue-r
group failed to produce a response sufficient to lift our system ibbon
of state
colleges and universities out of jeopardy.
Instead, we got mostly rhetoric in the 1980s, the same old tired talk
and
semantical side-stepping. However, with it came little tangible
evidence
that we are not clinging to some kind of mythical belief that we
can
excellence for granted in our system of higher education in Kentu take
cky.
Meanwhile, in the real world, our professors are leaving for
betterpaying jobs in other states; lack of proper maintenance has caused
many buildings on our campuses to fall into a sorry state of disrepa too
operating budgets in higher education have been frozen in place ir; and
of the decade for lack of dollars. The crisis in higher educat for most
ion
What now? Where do we go from here? How do we salvag is here.
e what's
left?

Today In History

TVESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1919

I ran away last Friday. Nothing
serious. Just one of those days
when I needed to flee. With $4 in
my pocket, I didn't get very far,
but distance wasn't the object anyway. I wasn't happy about a project I was working on, so I decided
to get away from it all. Or away
from my work, at least.
I slip the latest issue of The New
Yorker in my handbag, and get in
the car. Then I drive around town
awhile, wondering where I can go
and not bump into anyone I know.
I'm dressed decently enough, and
my hair is combed. I even manage
some blusher and a dash of lipstick
in spite ofmy mood. Nonetheless,
it is just one of those days when
everyone else in the world is better
off not being exposed to me.
Ironically, the rest of the community seems to be in a great
mood. On the grounds of the
Middle School, children in gym
classes are exuberant in the crispness of a sunny autumn day. On
Main Street, citizens stroll happily,
stopping to chat with passing
friends and neighbors. Driving east
toward the Lakes, I follow a car
whose driver is so suffused with
good will for his fellow man that
he beeps and waves at everyone he
sees, like a one-man parade.
When I lived in new Jersey and
found myself out of sorts like this,
I'd go to a little theatre in Princeton that showed only foreign films.
Somehow, skulking into a darkened
theatre in the afternoon and hearing
an unfamiliar language suited my

melancholy. I particularly welcomed languages that were completely unrecognizeable to me —
Czechoslovakian, perhaps, or
Japanese. Of course there were
sub-titles, but the verbal confusion
seemed a suitable backdrop for my
gloom.
Since I know there's no hope of
sliding into the oblivion of an
obscure movie, I decide to take
another approach. That's when I
think of the "Take Me back Cafe,"
out on Route 94, about 4 miles out
of town. It's a perfect place to take
myself to lunch. Since it's already
after 1, the regular noontime crowd
will be gone, and I can listen to
oldies and read my New Yorker in
peace. One of their turkey clubs
won't hurt a bit either, I decide.
With background music by The
Four Seasons and Little Anthony
and the Imperials, I ease into my
New Yorker. I start with cartoons,
as usual, and then move into the
poetry. My humor clouds a bit
when I run across a piece by Dana
Gioia, another writer who — like
me — tries to maintain a balance
between being a business executive
and a poet. Here he is in New

Yorker, while I'm listening to a
recording of "How Can I Be Sure?"
and pondering my future in the
literary world.
"This too will pass," I tell
myself. And it does.
The blues start to fade during
lunch. The banana pudding might
have something to do with my
improving attitude. What's next? I
remember the adage, "When the
going gets tough, the tough go
shopping," so I leave the "Take Me
Back" and head for the stores.
This is a dangerous move, I realize. I once bought a fur coat in a fit
of pique like this one. Today, however, I am content with simply
looking at clothes, fingering the
nubby textures of fall fabrics. The
budget is spared. With each different store I enter, my discontent
ebbs further.
After about an hour and a half of
wandering, I'm ready for re-entry
into the world. I'm even strong
enough to stop at the grocery store
and pick up a few staples for the
weekend.
In the produce department, I see
a young woman with her eyes
taped, pushing a young man in a
wheel chair. Since they are being
led by a third person, I assume this
is some kind of exercise that helps
them empathize with the daily
challenges that face the handicapped. I am reminded that life
dishes out situations a lot harder to
handle than mine.
1 breeze through the aisles with
renewed determination to change

Letter To The Editor

my attitude and enjoy life. As 1
stop in the cosmetics aisle to ponder the benefits of two different
creme rinses, I see Mug Rigsby
speeding through frozen foods. 1
wave happily and ask, "How are
you?"
She smiles and gives a thumbsup sign, but then wavers toward a
thumbs-down. She shrugs as if to
say, "It's one of those days."
I take this as my lesson for the
day. While I've been down because
of petty disappointments, Mug
Rigsby faces a weekend of ceremonies to honor her late husband, Joe.
Rigsby, a former corporate art
director and graphic design professor at Murray State University,
died unexpectedly last spring. He is
remembered fondly by many in the
community, and the pain of his loss
must be especially sharp for his
wife as she faces a series of commemorative activities this homecoming weekend.
Joe and Mug Rigsby welcomed
my husband and me to Murray
when we first came here. They
assured us that we would be
accepted into the, community
warmly, as they had been when
they relocated to Calloway County
from Louisville.
I'm grateful that I bumped into
Mug Rugsby the other day because
I was reminded that there are some
things in life that seem important,
and then there are the things that
are really important. Remembering
Joe Rigsby — and his family —
now that's important.

Resident thanks fire-rescue personnel

To the Editor:
This letter is a bit late — but as
an explanation — several factors
have delayed this effort. I am still
recovering from a simple broken
neck after an accident — no one
else involved. As a rule I move
rather slowly — age — various

infirmatives, etc. The cervical fracture with nerve involvement has
added a small bit of additional
slowness!
My personal thanks and sincere
appreciation is offered to the local
county, twenty-four-hour-a-day,
fire-rescue and all of the unknown,

Looking Back
Ten years ago
James Payne, Shawn Glavin,
Dwayne Gammons and Mark West
won honors in Punt Pass & Kick
Contest at Madisonvill.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lowry Parker
will be married 50 years on Oct.
14.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Dillon,
Sept. 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Marshall Currin and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Timothy Kelton, Sept. 24;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Robertson, Sept 27; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Foy, Sept. 29.
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Twenty years ago
Harry Lee Waterfield, twice
lieutenant governor of Kentucky
and a 1932 Murray State graduate,
has donated a collection of papers
and mementos reflecting the 30
years of his public and political
career to the library at MSU.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Wisner,
Sept. 30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lee Goodwin and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hughes, Oct.
4.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Lions Club will
have its annual light bulb sale on
Oct. 13, according to Robert Huie,
club spokesman.
Nancy Morgan of Paducah will
be crowned football homecoming
queen at Murray State College
homecoming football game today.
Her attendants are Jackita White of
Murray and Ailene Hodge of
Paducah.
Forty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams
and Curtis Palmer of Murray
attended the 24th annual meeting
of West Kentucky District of
National Letter Carriers Association Oct. 7 at Bowling Green.
George Hart of Bank of Murray
and H. Glenn Doran of Peoples
Bank are attending a meeting of
Kentucky Bankers Association at
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Finley and
son, Daniel and wife of Freewater,
Ore., have been the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J.I. Fox.

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester

P2,600 1981 Citation-1 Owner
1980 Mazda-Sharp
82,500 1973 Ford Truck
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES

300 South 4th

and in my view, unfortunately, cally
alert fire department members
"unrecognized tremendous service regard
ing the emergency at hand.
these fine people provide "we, the Howev
er, if there was a slow or
citizens".
disinterested
Late in the evening of Sept 16, the receiv or untrained person on
ing end of the alert call
1989 I decided to have a late hot — all
of
snack — in this case a cut of saus- tem wouldmy investment in the sysnot be worth 2 cents!!
age and some soft eggs.
Fortuntely for me and all local
After putting a slice of sausage citizens
in a small skillet on an electric eye whole, of this community as a
are fortunate and should be
(stove) — I made a brief "pit stop" thankf
ul, as I am, the experienced
— upon returning to the hallway to and profes
sional response to "our"
the kitchen I saw flames and smoke calls
for
help are received and
— and immediatly heard the auto- respon
se
is
quick and efficient! My
matic storm signal activated by my person
al
thanks
and gratitude to all
security system. (NAPEO)
concerned.
I quickly pulled the pan from the
The only damage was a house
eye — covered the skillet with a full
of
pan lid and extinguished the 2-3 smoke — which I cleared in
hours; a melted wire "splatter"
flames. The smoke (grease) was cover
which I keep as a reminder;
very heavy and filled the upper and a
permanent burn on a wooden
floor of the house. I grabbed the chopper
block where I moved the
"powder" fire extinguisher from
Pan.
the adjoining pantry, but did not
I moved to the "end of the line"
see a flame to extinguish — —(Route
732) — if you go any
although flames were initially further you
will
touching the ceiling and lights over to toes" — from be wet from "nose
metro Washington
head of the work-center stove.
D.C. suburbs — they — although
I neutrialized the alarm — heard good at their
the automatic tape calling for observing jobs — could learn by
the local system.
"immediate response" to a fireI wanted to go on record as a
smoke alarm on my telephone. I grateful
citizen to the "voluntary"
soon was in contact with the con- and
"official" duties of these fine
trol emergency dispatcher and we people
who serve all of us!!
agreed that the fire-rescue crew
Names available to me are:
with "pumpers" and equipment and
Sept. 16, 1989people already of the name —
"Night" Central Dispatcher
could be called back as I and the
1. Rick Harris - 1st call
dispatcher felt that the situation
2. Bill Parker - 2nd call
was under control. All of this
occurred in a matter of a very few
"Fire-Rescue' Volunteer Unit"
minutes!!
Steve Ladd - chief and his entire
I do have an automatic, pre- crew
taped computer controlled security
Sincerely,
system, (doors, broken windows,
Oliver C. Hood, M.D.
fire and smoke) which with or
Center
Ridge, RR6 RB ()OA
without my presence will automatiMurray, Ky. 42071
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MURRAY TODAY

Jo Burkeen, editor

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, Oct. 10
Murray Elementary PTO has
changed its skating party to Oct.
24.

Tuesday, Oct. 10
Ministry of Outreach will meet
at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Wednesday, Oct. 11
Homemakers clubs will meet as
follows: Pacers at 9:30 'a.m. and
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn; Harris
Grove at 10:30 a.m. at Ellis Center;
South Pleasant Grove at 1:30 p.m.
with luta Hutson; New Concord
with Sally Livesay.

Playhouse in the Park will hold
its general membership meeting at
7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Diabetics Taking Control will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Free blood pressure checks for
senior citizens will be given from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center which will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Free Adult Reading Program wil
be at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.

Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Willis
Center.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Board of Church Women United
of Murray and Calloway County
will meet at 10 a.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at South Side Recreational Room.

Bereavement Support Group will

Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant.
Note change in place.

meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice

Office, first floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church will
have its skating party from 8 to 10
p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
Prayer meeting for Memorial
Baptist Church revival will be at 7
p.m. at home of Coffield and
Frances Vance.

International Bazaar featuring
students from more than 45 countries to share information and exhibit items from their homelands will
be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Please check
new show times

Video Teleconference on "Business Ethics: Managing Moral
Mazes" will be at 1:30 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call 762-4159.

Theatres

Assessing Prelinguistic/
Emerging Linguistic Children
Workshop will be at 4:30 p.m. in
Special Education Building, Murray State University. For information call 762-4159.

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

In Country
(R)

700
915

An
Innocent Man (R)

715
920

Black Rain
(R)

915

Uncle Buck
(PG)

720

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include KindergartenGrade 5 Activity Day from 5 to 7
p.m. in Parish Center; RCIA at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall; Successful
Parenting (High School) at 7:30
p.m. in Parish Center.

(Rent Your Movies At The 6,1)(v))
Open 11 a in -10 p 111

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant

JUST OPENED
REDUCED PRICES
The Gold Gallery
of Murray

Monday-Friday 9:30-5:00
Saturday 9:30-4:00
Closed Sundays
All 14 Kt. Gold

All

Chains & Bracelets

Rings

Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. as follows: Hannah with B.
Whaley, Ruth Wilson with Norma
Frank and Wesleyan with L.
Robertson.
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 10 a.m.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will play golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Revival luncheon at 11:50 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Children's
Choirs at 6 p.m.; Revival Choir and
Youth Choir at 6:30 p.m.; Revival
at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 11
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals listed by the hospital
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct. 6,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Yoder baby girl, parents, Faith
and David, Ri 1, Box 76, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.;

Adrian Ty Misner, Box 950,
Murray;
Loyd Hudspeth Jr., Rt. 5, Box
236, Mayfield; Mrs. Martha J.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Overbey, Box 21, Almo; Mrs. LurChurch will include Mid-Week
line Stone, Box 27, Kirksey;
Bible Study, business meeting,
Robert E. Morris, 904 East 21st
RAs, GAs, Acteens and Mission
St., Owensboro; Miss Lindsey FarFriends at 7 p.m.
Wilson baby boy, parents, Bren- mer, Rt. 7, Box 2I0A, Mayfield;
da
and Rusty, Rt. 1, Box 118A, Mrs. Janet L. Creason, 208 CharEvents at Memorial Baptist
lotte Dr.,'Clinton;
Gilberts
ville;
Church will include business meetMrs. Nola C. Winkel, West View
Green
baby boy, parents, Peggy
ing, Youth Bible Study and SanctuNursin
g Home, Murray; Mrs.
and
Charles
,
Rt.
1,
Box F, Puryear,
ary Choir at 7 p.m.
Bertha E. Hendon, L-2 Southside
Tenn.
Manor, Murray; Ira H. Dill, Rt. 6,
Events at Grace Baptist Church
Dismissals
Box
294A, Murray;
will include business meeting at 7
Mrs. Mi Kyung Kim and baby
Mrs. Lucile Outland, RL 5, Box
p.m. and Weekly Workers' mecet- girl, 112 College Courts, Murray
; 553, Murray; Pat W. Carraway,
ing at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Rhonda L. Sims and baby 724 Fairlane, Murray; Charles
T.
girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Valentine, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Events at First Christian Church
Mrs. Diane Daubert and baby
Mrs. Willie J. Melugin, C-15
will include Youth Club classes at girl, 1602 Belmont, Murray; Mrs.
Mur-Ca
l Apts., Murray; Mrs. Con4:45 p.m.; Supper Dinner at 5:30 Terri Turner and baby boy, Rt.
4, stance P. Doering, Rt. 10, Box 793,
p.m.; Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 Box 393, Paris, Tenn.;
Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton;
p.m.; chancel Choir practice at 7:30
Miss Karen Pierce, 1201 North
Willie C. Elkins, Rt. 2, Box
p.m.
Poplar, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Judith Hazel; Mrs. Fronie M. Miles, 11,
622
Daniels, Rt. 1, Box 186, Almo; Ellis Dr., Murray.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers meet at Butterwor
th home
Martha Butterworth opened her Donna Jackson, clothin

g and crafts;
home for the September meeting of Fre.da Humphreys, family
life;
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Sandra Gallimorc, foods; Martha
Club. Sandra Gallimore was Butterworth, health; Beauton Hart,
cohostcss.
housing, energy and environment;
The club nominated Martha and Brenda Erwin, landscaping;
Jackie Butterworth to represent the Imogene Paschall, music and recreclub as Master Farm Persons.
ation; Hilda Miller, 4-H; Estelle
Officers elected were luta Hut- Gooch, international; luta Hutson,
son, president; Linda Workman, historian.
vice president; Delyghte HumThe devotion from Ephesians
phreys, secretary-treasurer and 4:32 on "Be Ye Kind One to
public information.
Another" was given by Clovis
Chairmen named were Clovis Brown.
Brown, cultural arts; Delpha TayTwo visitors were Twila Colelor, citizen, community outreach; man and Opal Emerine.

The club will meet Wednesday,
Oct. 11, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of luta Hutson, 505 South 16th St.,

Murray. Members are reminded to
bring canned food for World Hunger emphasis.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Murder Sparks Effort to Shield
Public Figures' Private Lives

CiPitt71/S hear Yal.//0/07///

DEAR ABBY: The leadership of nia citizens.
the Screen Actors Guild was highly
MARK LOCHER,
gratified by your recent letter deNATIONAL DIRECTOR OF
manding confidentiality for private
COMMUNICATIONS
home addresses kept by government
SCREEN ACTORS GUILD.
agencies such as the Department of
HOLLYWOOD,CALIF.
Motor Vehicles. We,too, believe that
such information should be kept
DEAR MARK:
secret as a matter of both privacy tions. It's incredibleCongratula(and regretand security.
table) that a tragedy had to ocThe shocking and senseless mur- cur before this action
was taken.
der of actress Rebecca Schaeffer But better late
than never.
stunned and alarmed the entire
acting community.The guild received
•••
dozens of phone calls from members
urging that we take action to stop
DEAR ABBY:I need your opinion
the virtually unrestricted release of on this situation.
My son has rehome addresses and other private quested that I call
him before I come
information by government sources. to his apartment.
You and your concerned readers
I used to drop in any time and was
will be glad to know that the Califor- always welcome.
Now he has a roomnia State Legislature on Sept. 15 mate and things
have
Mack Yaghoutfam of Hopkinsville, left, newly elected
unanimously approved AB1779, a roommate is a very changed. The
lieutenant govnice fellow. He
bill sponsored by Assemblyman Mike 'even offered to take
ernor of Area IV Kentucky Civitans, spoke about
"Civitan Clubs
Roos, D-Los Angeles, which limits ever got sick. (My care of me if I
Help People" at the Oct. 5th meeting of Murray
son is a flight
Civitan Club at
public access to private information. attendant with a
Homeplace Restaurant. At right is John Emerson, Civitan
big airline,and he's
Club
presiThe
bill
was supported by the Screen out of town a lot.)
dent. The Murray Civitans announced the date of Saturd
Actors Guild.
ay, Oct. 28,
Abby, I don't think a mother
for their next Country Ham and Bean Dinner at Rudy's
Pam Dawber,who co-starred with should have to make
an appointon the court square. Serving hours will be from 10 a.m. Restaurant
Rebecc
a Schaeffer in the TV
to
ment to visit her own son. I am not a
Civitans have tickets for sale in an effort to secure funds 2 p.m. All "My Sister Sam,"went to Sacramseries
ento salesperson or a friend - I am his
to continue
supporting various programs in the community that
to lobby for this vital measure.So did mother. I was born
service
in Mexico, and
handRebecca's parents.
icapped people.
it's an old Mexican custom that you
Once the bill is signed into law by don't have to call
before visiting a
the governor, all California citizens relative. What do
you say?
will be able to list an alternate adONLY HIS MOTHER
dress with the Department of Motor
Vehicles, such as a post office box or
DEAR MOTHER: Now that
business manager's address. This your son has
a roommate, the
ATLANTA (AP)- Two out of
why many forms of arthritis affect alternate address may also be printed roommate's privacy and convenon
the
driver's
every three Americans who have
license. The private ience should be considered.Also,
more women than men but current
arthritis are women, according to research indicates a combination of home address will then be kept because flight attendants work
strictly
ntial, accessible only irregular hours, your son
the Arthritis Foundation.
genetic, hormonal and other to law confide
may
enforc
ement officials and need to sleep some days when
Scientists have not determined
factors.
authorized businesses such as auto he's home, so his
request is not
insurance companies. Anyone else unreasonable.
seeking information on another citiIt will only take
zen will receive only the alternate you will be much a minute,and
more welcome
address. In addition, there will be a if you call first.
Mr69.,Y4S0S4:44WAVA,;/2:,2*Ar*Z95
Trust me.
ir4ZSGCAOMS:*.:74~AcapoMe5
10-day
delay between the request
011102888WM3W2::59.:
.
for information and the release of
•• *
ZNIMECOAM..:
any data. During these 10 days, the
Waqt60$9554i4S6S.1669A,-,
DMV will notify the person that a
request has been made for his or her
VIONSUME~daintaIONMA
"How to Have a Lovely Wedding" is a
personal information.The person will
WialiallOalliaSSAANSSONSAVAr
revised, up-to-date guide for formal
receive the name ofthe individual or church weddings,
home weddings and
company who made the request and second-time-around weddings. To order,
the reason for it.
send your name and address, plus check
We believe that this is an impor- or money order for $2.89 $3.39 in Canada).
tant first step toward protecting the to: Abby's Wedding Booklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
privacy and well-being of all Califor- included
./
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DEC0R®

MINI BLINDS

Of

50% off 50% off
All Charms, Earrings and Pendants
Also at $ale Prices.

Now Thru October 27
Save on colors such as:

Attention...

'Alabaster •Almond 'Gloss White
'Flex White 'Vanilla
5 Day Shipping - FREE Freight

LAYAWAY NOW
"Ricky and Sharon Inman invite
you to stop by and visit with them."

Formerly The Family Tree

753-8811
Now In 3 Location
Main Branch
Court Square
Hopkinsville
Paducah
Murray

Ledger & Times

More women have arthritis

with

7
.A

Wednesday, Oct. 11
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.;
Handbell Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Youth
Club at 5 p.m.; Task Force Children in Worship at 5:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.

Murrayi

0

TERRY'S
DECORATING

Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

Has Moved To

University Square
Next to4Century 21
305 N. 12th St. Suite D

753-9228

Ratesa
applies
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DATEBOOK
New Concord Club will meet

Lions Club changes meeting

'1

The New Concord Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Oct. 11, in
the home of Sally Livesay. Betty Kirkenmeier, president, presided at the
September meeting held in the home of Opal Prince. Lily Fuqua gave the
devotion. Reports were given by Faith Kyznar and Hazel Matthai, members, and Jean Cloar, county extension advisor. Announcements were
made of the annual tasting luncheon, County International Day, Area
Homemaker annual meeting and Cultural Arts Exhibit. Also present were
Barbara French, Lucy Finney, Millie Graves, Pat Swisher, Hilda Kramer,
Nelda Cook, Mary Pullin, members; Harla Fritsch, Maureen Morgan and
Julie Kirkenmeier, guests.
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FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER II, 1989
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Today's behind the scenes
You'll be making plans to get away
developments in business are in your from a spell. Creative
types should
favor. You may be soon signing a meet with agents
now. It's a good day
contract. Home life is happilly for self-promotion
. Romance, too, is
accented tonight. Family members happily accented.
feel close to each other.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
You'll be participating more in a
You're tempted now to overspend club activity the coming
weeks.
on an object of beauty. Visits with old Making changes at home
is favored
friends are favored, yet you'll also be now. A financial
benefit comes.
introduced to new acquaintances not Shopping is a plus.
to your liking.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
A few weeks of important business
You'll soon be taking up a new talks are coming up for you.
Serious
hobby. A fringe benefit arises in mental work is favored
now. Catch
connection with your career; plus up on reading and
correspondence. A
that, you'll be presented with a bona partner has good news.
fide new opportunity.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
Behind the scenes financial
You'll be buying some books for developments are in your
favor. It's a
your home library. Be tactful now lucky day for you where
career
with a sensitive co-worker. Partners interests are concerned.
A friend,
work well together today. A fortunate though, may be out-of
-sorts.
travel invitation comes.
PISCES
Mar
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
lobo
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Talks related to financial interests
Try not to overspend in the pursuit are favored now. Avoid an
overly
of pleasure today. Self-discipline and familiar attitude with
higher-ups.
intuition combine to bring you career Club activities are fortunate.
Enjoy a
progress now. Fortunate financial night on the town.
news comes tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY work best
VIRGO
when inspired and are often
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
creatively talented. You enjoy being
Major shopping will soon be on before the public and are
articulate
your agenda. A family member may and self-expressive. Guard
against a
be sensitive today. Pleasure pursuits tendency to scatter your
energies.
are happily accented now. Your love You're idealistic by nature
and may
life blossoms.
find yourself involved in a
LIBRA
humanitarian pursuit. Financial
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
security is important to you, but it
You're more articulate and should not be gained at the
expense
self-expressive than usual. A of your ideals. Birthdate of:
Eleanor
co-worker could be temperamental Roosevelt, first lady;
Francois
now. Do-it-yourself projects at home Mauriac, writer; and Jerome
Robbins,
are favored. Career is a plus.
stage director.
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La Leche League will meet
Calloway County La Leche League will meet Thursday, Oct. 12, at 7
p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, located at Cherry Corner off Highway 121 South. "Nutrition and Weaning" will be theme of the
discussion. Available at the meeting are books, pamphlets, breast pumps
and other articles related to childbirth, breastfealing and parenting. Also
hooks for children are available. For more information call Stephanie,
436-2227, or Pam, 1-345-2795.

Catherine Elizabeth Noland born

Frances Drake

(iew
Ors.
iside
t. 6,

The Murray Lions Club will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at
Rudy's Restaurant, west side of court square. Steve Sexton, president,
urges all members to note the change in meeting place from Murray
Woman's Club House for tonight only.

Mr. and Mrs. James Michael Noland of Eatonton, Ga., are the parents
of a daughter, Catherine Elizabeth, weighing six pounds five ounces, measuring 191/4 inches, born on Monday, Oct. 9, at 1:16 p.m. at HCA Colescum Medical Center, Macon, Ga. They have a Son, Ryan Parker, 16
months. The mother is the former Beverly Parker. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Parker of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Marion B. Noland
of Augusta, Ga. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Grogan Roberts and Mrs.
Hafford Parker, both of Murray.

Pottertown Club will meet
The Pottertown Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 10
a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Christine Collins, president, presided at the September meeting at the same place. Reports were given by
Kay Carlson and Mary Moore. Louise Short read a newsletter on "How
To Care for Plants" and directed group singing. Games were led by Anita
Purvis. Also present were Mary Hopson, Bobbie Cook, Lottie Hurt and
Lavine Carter.

SCV Camp will meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans,
will meet Thursday, Oct. 12, at 7:30 p.m. in Graves County Courtroom,
Mayfield. Lon C. Barton, camp historian, will be speaker. The program
will be letters from Graves County soldiers during their tenure in the War
Between the States. Members are urged to be present and visitors and
prospective members are invited. For more information contact Camp
Commander, Cletus Murphy Jr., Rt. 1, Box 179, Wingo, Ky. 42088,
phone 1-653-5951.

Free checks at Hazel Center
Free blood pressure checks will be given to senior citizens on Wednes,
day, Oct. 11, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. Arnica
Burnham, director, urges seniors to take advantage of this free service
The center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at
12 noon.

Officers elected by OES
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met Sept.
12 at the Masonic Hall with Sybil
Lasater, worthy matron, presiding.
She was assisted by Roy Clark,
worthy patron.
Presented and given a special
welcome were Roy Clark, deputy
grand patron, and Twila Coleman,
ambassador of good will.
An election of officers for the
ensuing year was held with the following elected:
Dorothy Bazzell, worthy matron;
Hardin Alderdice, worthy patron;
Dollie Clark, associate matron;
Roy Clark, associate patron; Twila
Coleman, secretary; Patrice Evans,
treasurer; Betty Dodd, conductress;
Brenda Newberry, associate

f

Save on Heating Cost

conductress.
Other officers will be appointed
by the worthy matron.
After the chapter was closed, the
group went to Shoney's for
refreshments.
AT a called meeting on Sept. 26,
Lana Lay received the degrees of
the order with Sybil Lasater,
worthy matron, presiding.
Guests were Roy and Peggy
Taylor, worthy patron and worthy
matron from Fulton Chapter.
Refreshments were served in the
dining room by Helen Webb, luta
Hutson and Karen Guthrie.
The chapter will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. New officers will be
installed.

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Small

With Garlic Bread

Large

with

Ceiling Fans

Circulate warm air to make
heating more efficient.

$ 19
1

15 Year to
Lifetime Warranties

S1
"

(depending on model)

Wednesday 11 a.m.-10 pm. Inside Dining Only

Si 19 Special
For Kids
Free Refills On Drinks

10 Main St.

You Can't Eat This Well At Home For This Price.

wfuln•••••••MINI•

Prices
Starting At

$49
'
9
LECTRIC

SUPPLY

206 E. Main
AM.

753-8194

11111=1•11

Catch yOur.calls
wherever youare.

Speed Calling8 lets you reach
any of eight selected numbers by
dialing only one digit. Its great for
children and helpful in an emergency
Three-way Calling is great for
telephone reunions and for plannint;
'meetings It lets you talk to two
different people in two different
locations—at the same time—even if
the calls are long distance.(Long
Even when you're out catching a
distance
rates may apply)
little relaxation.
Plus
these
services are affordable
Call Forwarding lets you transfer
your calls to any other number you Just S2.75 a month for any one
choose.So you don't have to stay by service. Additional services are S1.75
the phone waiting for important calls. Or,order all four forjust S8 a month
And when you're not at home,you And if you order before November
30. you can save the S15.50
don't have to worry about an
unanswered phone telling strangers connection charge. To order,just call
1557-6401,toll-free. Or to order
you're away.
any time.day or night.from a
There are other services that
Touch-Tone phone. use convenient
make your life easier, too.
Call Waiting lets you call home, RightTouchl' service. See your latest
even when your talkative teenager phone bill for information on how
to use it
IS op the telephone. Because Call
Wailing will sound a tone to let your
teeriager know there's another call. Save
the 515.50 connection
And if you're using your phone,you
charge if you order before
won't have to worry about missing
emergency or important calls.
November 30.
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Rates and savings differ from state to state Speed Calling 30costs shghdy more than the other services The regular new phone service connection charge
apples if ordenng these services with new service Business rates and saving are higher Al services are not available in some areas Ciciag south Central
Bell

Make your life a touch easier.
Call On Us!
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'Actions& Reactions

By JIh

Three Murray State Ricers *amid conference honors after MSU's 27-13 Homecoming win OM Morehead Saturday afternoon
•DeMnsive tacide Anthony &MK, who made a key stop on 3rd-and-goal from
the Raw 1-yard line by tackling the Eagle balcarner tor a tour-yard loss, was
named the OVC's Defensive Player or the Week tor his performance, comprising
12 tackles, eight solo stops and two tackles for losses
•Riacelucker Greg Duncan earned Specialist of the Week honors after dnIling
52- and 41-yard field goats to provide a 13-0 cushion, arid offensive tackle Eric
Crigier was named as the OVC's co-Lineman of the Week.

Baseball
SAN FRANCISCO — Dave Dravecky, who battled back from cancer only to
break his arm pitching, injured his arm in the post-game celebration on the field
Monday after San Francisco won the National League pennant, the Giants said.
Dravecky, who was in uniform for the playoffs but not on the 24-man playoff roster,
may have dislocated his left shoulder, said assistant trainer Greg Lynn. He wilt be
examined at the Palo Alto Clinic on Tuesday by team physician Gordon Campbell,
who helped Dravecky rehabilitate his arm from cancer surgery.
•Dravecky, 33, threw out the ceremonial first pitch before Game 3 on Saturday,
the first anniversary of the surgery to remove a cancerous tumor located in the
deltoid muscle near his left shoulder. After months of therapy and a minor league
rehabilitation stint, he returned to the mound at Candlestick Park on Aug. 10 and
pitched eight innings to earn an emotional 4-3 victory over Cincinnati. Five days
later in Montreal. Dravecky broke the left humerus bone in his upper left arm while
pitching to Tim Raines. He got the victory to finish the season with a 2-0 record
and a 3.46 earned run average

Hockey
DETROIT — Gordie Howe, who retired in 1980 as hockey's all-time scoring
leader after a 26-year career, says he will return to the ice in 1990 to add another
record to his long list of achievements — playing in six decades. The 61-year-old
Howe, who finished his NHL career with 1,850 points, plans to rejoin the Hartford
Whalers next year Howe finished his career with Hartford in 1980 after spending it
chiefly with the Detroit Red Wings.

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writes

SAN FRANCISCO — Rick
Reuschel, the burly Big Daddy of
the San Francisco Giants, put an
emphatic end to suggestions that
his arm might be tired.
The 40-year-old right-hander,
clobbered by the Chicago Cubs in
Game 2 of the NL playoffs, pitched
like a master to win Game 5 Monday and give the Giants their first
National League pennant since
1962.
Pitching on three days' rest after
giving up five runs on five hits in
two-thirds of an inning, Reuschel
held Chicago to seven hits and an
unearned run through eight innings
to win 3-2.
He also proved he can be
counted on by the Giants when the
Bay Bridge World Series begins
Saturday at Oakland.
"He had a big monkey to shed

Monday Night Football

JP.

r
‘1_..
14
u Ss

Tennis
TOKYO — Chris Evert and Martina Navratilova handled a pair of 17-year-olds in
leading the United States past Spain in the final of the Federation Cup. Evert used
her classic grouridstroke game to beat Spain's Conchita Martinez 6-3, 6-2. Then
Navratilova, blitzed by the blistering serve returns of French Open champion Arantxa Sanchez Vicario in the first set, bounced back for a 0-6, 6-3, 6-4 victory. That
clinched the cup, but Pam Shriver and Zina Garrison completed a 3-0 sweep, beating Martinez and Sanchez 7-5, 6-1 in doubles.

Bowling
ROCKFORD, If. — Robin Romeo, trying to become only the second woman
bowler to earn $100,000 in a year, held a 189-pin lead over Lisa Wagner after four
rounds of the LPBT Hammer Midwest Open. Romeo, a four-time champion in
1989, won six of her first eight matches and averaged 218 to finish with a 26-game
total of 5,858 pins. Romeo, the LPBT's earnings leader with $95,770, is trying to
break the all-time earnings record of $105,500 set by Wagner in 1988.

„coot DISCOUNTS VS 35%

Ins Angeles
Raiders
Won 14-7 in Art Shell's debut as Raider coach
and first modem-day black coach in the NFL.

Monday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders 14, New York Jets 7
Sunday, Ocl. 15
Detroit at Tampa Bay, noon
Green Bay at Minnesota, noon
Houston at Chicago, !von
Miami at Cincinnati, noon
New England at Atlanta, noon
Washington at New York Giants, noon
San Francisco at Dallas, noon
Searle at San Diego, 3 p.m.
Indianapolis at Denver, 3 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, 3 p.m.
New York Jets at New Orleans, 3 p.m.
Philadelphia at Phoenix, 3 p.m.
Kansas City at Los Angeles Raiders, 3 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 18
Los Angeles Rams at Butlalo, B p.m.

today, and he went out there and
proved why he won over 200
games," Giants pitcher Mike Krukow said. "The pressure was on
him ... and he absolutely dealt. He
pitched out of jams all day long. It
was a thing of beauty to watch the
way he mixed speeds."
Reuschel, a 6-foot-3, 240-pounder who sports a beefy belly, jowls
and a small mustache, is a quiet,
bookish leader. He rarely gets
excited by victories and never worries about losses.
He wasn't particularly upset
about the Game 2 loss. As usual,
he took the attitude that he went to
work, did his job and couldn't be
blamed because the ball didn't go
where he wanted it or that the Chicago batters hit it
He also didn't worry about suggestions by writers and Giants
manager Roger Craig that perhaps
his arm was tired after going 17-8
during a season in which he also

was the starter in the All-Star
Game.
Reuschel went to work against
the Cubs with his usual bag of
tricks — 85 mph fastballs, slow
fastballs, slower fastballs and
breaking balls — before leaving for
the pinch-hitter who started the
Giants' winning rally in the eighth.
This time Reuschel abandoned
his stoic pose and celebrated on the
field with his teammates, shouting
with them, pumping his fist and
hugging everyone.
"This is a highlight," said the
champagne-drenched Reuschel,
who lost a game for the Giants in
his only previous playoff appearance against St. Louis two years
ago.
"I had no idea it could feel this
good. I think I deserve a little bit
of celebration. It's been a long
haul."
Reuschel said that before the
(Cont'd on page 7)

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — ft wasn't exactly the "old
Raillers football" Art Shell had
promised. It wasn't, for the most
part, even good football.
It was winning football, though,
and Shell will take it
Eddie Anderson's 87-yard interception return lifted the Los
Angeles Raiders to a 14-7 victory
over the New York Jets on Monday
night in Shell's debut as an NFL
head coach.
Shell, 42, is the first black head
coach in the league since 1925. He
replaced Mike Shanahan, who was
fired Tuesday after the Raiders got
off to a 1-3 start.
"We want to get back to the
kind of football that made the
Raiders winners," Shell said during the week. "Old Raiders football, simple, aggressive and basic."

If Raiders owner Al Davis
expected the team to get an emotional lift from the coaching
switch, he had to be disappointed
early in the game. The Raiders
showed little spark much of the
way.
But they made more big plays
than the Jets, who fell to 1-4, 0-3 at
home. Los Angeles didn't even
need star runner Marcus Allen,
who strained his right knee in the
third quarter, in lifting their alltime best prime time record to
27-6-1.
"We've always shown our best
on Monday night, in prime time,"
said Shell, a Hall of Fame offensive tackle for the Raiders.
Their best was missing this Monday night. But what they had was
good enough to beat New York.
After the listless opening half —

Local sports
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Lakers' lonely runner claims cross-country win
Calloway County High School
senior Michael Ross claimed first
place in the individual portion of a
three-'team' cross-country meet at
Mayfield on Monday.
Ross, the sole member of Calloway's cross-country team and an
honorable mention All-State track
runner, turned in a time of 17:06 to
claim the individual victory against
runners from Graves County and
Fulton City high schools.

Murray State

to•

CHECK
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The Murray State Lady Racer

cross-country team placed fourth of
17 teams Saturday in the Indiana
State University Invitational at
Terre Haute, Ind.
The Lady Racers were led by
senior Kathy Mueller, who turned
in a time of 18:41 over the 5K
course. Indiana University won the
team competition.
•In golf action, the Racer golf
team stood in llth place going into
today's final-round action in the
Hillman Robbins Intercollegiate in
Memphis, Tenn. Rob Remitz leads

$
3
59
Lb.

WAS 11 500w

Whole or 1/2 (Cut into Chops)
MERCURY
LINCOLN

n
.
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the Racers with a 155 individual
tally after 36 holes. Augusta College is leading the 17-team competition with a total of 601, 25 strokes
ahead of the Racers.
•The Racer tennis team was
blitzed early in the highlycompetitive Southern Collegiate in
Georgia, with every entry defeated
in first-round action Monday. Competition included teams from the
Southeastern Conference, Metro 7,
Atlantic Coast Conference and
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Pork Loin

$159
Lb. •
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1ASSION, Kan (AP) — The top 20 teams In the
/CAA CW1S1011 I-AA lootall poll troth Brat-place rotes tn parentheses records through Oct 6, total
pants and lest WOWS ranking
Record Pa Pro
1, Eastern Katiacky (3)
5-0-0 79 1
2. Georgia Southern (1 )
5-0-0 77 2
3. Holy Cross
5-0-0 69 3
4, SW Missouri St
6-0-0 641 t4
4-1-0 67 14
5. Furman
6. Mena
6-0-0 59
7.004w
4-0-1 57 7
5-1-0 52 9
S. Appaachian SI
9. Arkansas State
3-2-0 SS 10
10. Stephen F Austin
4-1-0 42 12
11. Base State
3-2-0 41 11
12. Jackson State
5-1-0 36 13
13. Northwestern Si.La
41-0 29 (Ia) Whim 8 Mary
3-1.1 29 4-2-0 21 20
15. Idaho
16. Nenk Tear
3-2-0 18 14
17. Liberty
4-0-0 17 -IS. Youngstown St
3-2-0 16 19 MURRAY ST.
4-2-0 11 20 Eseem stools
4-2-0 1 19
(0111 Marshall
3-2-0 1 16

Ribeyes

(N° charge br c`gt1 & wraPPIni)

Country

Bacon
100% Ground 1/4 Lb.
1987 Lebaron - Turbo, 35,xxx miles, AC,
windows,locks, tilt, cruise, auto. trans., tape_

Mt PCURY

Beef Patties

$429

Lb.

NOW $7,950w

Many More Locally-Owned
Used Cars and Trucks
Coming in Daily
FORD
'-'F Pr

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
NM

701 Mein Street

LIN( rd,

Murray

753-5273

WILL CLARK
Game-winning hit clinched MVP
award for playoff series

the first scoreless one in the NFL
this season — the teams woke up
for 91
/
2 minutes.
Los Angeles needed only two
plays to go ahead in the third
quarter.
Vance Mueller ran 19 yards to
the Raiders' 27, then Jay Schroeder
hit Mervyn Fernandez on an out
pattern. Fernandez eluded Bobby
Humphery and Erik McMillan in
the secondary, streaked down the
right sideline, then cut toward the
middle to complete a 73-yard
touchdown on his only reception of
the game. It was the sixth straight
game that Fernandez had gotten
into the end zone — he is averaging 23.3 yards on his 18 catches
this season.
The Jets came right back, overcoming the errors that victimized
them in the first half. They went 97
yards in 15 plays, sparked by a
23-yard completion to Billy Griggs
and a 26-yarder to JoJo Townsell
on third down.
Roger Vick dived in from the 1.
Late in the third period,
Schroeder was intercepted at the
New York 4 by McMillan, who
returned it 41 yards. But that paled
in comparison to Anderson's stunning run, the third-longest interception return in Raiders' history.
Anderson picked off Ken
O'Brien's pass at the 13, seemed
stopped near the 30, broke Griggs'
weak attempt at a tackle and
headed for the sideline. O'Brien
was the only Jet within range but
couldn't catch the safety.
1
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The Top TwenN Five learn in Ihe Associated
Press college Natoli poll, with astioisoo votes in
parentheses records through Oct. 7, Neil pants
based
on
25-24-23-22-21-20-19-18-17-16-15-14.13-12.11 -10
-9-9-745-4-3-2-1 and ea waski ranking
Record Pa Pvs
1 Notre Dims (54)
54-0 1,494 1
2 Marro, Fla (4)
5-0-0 1,426 2
3 Colorado (2)
5-0-0 1,371 3
4 Nebraska
5-0-0 1.296 4
5 lActigan
3-1-0 1.232 5
6 Tennessee
5-0-0 1.205 6
7 Arkansas
4-0-0 1,108 7
8 Houaon
4-0-0 1,002 12
9 Pittsburgh
44994 6
10 Southern Cal
41.0
961 9
It Alabama
$6913
4-0-0
12 Auburn
3-1-0
95911
13 N Carolna SI
727 14
6-0-0
14 Clemson
6$415
5.1-0
IS. Oklahoma
4-1-0
679 16
16 'Brae
3.1.0
503 111
17 Air Face
495 20
6-0-0
So) Washington St
495 21
5-1-0
19 Ronda St
470 22
3-2-0
4.1-1
20 West Mitres
NM 9
21 lactegan SI
273 24
2-2-0
22 UCLA
22625
3-2-0
73 Penn St
4-1.0
6924 South Carolna
4-1-1
77 —
25 Bngham Young
4-1-0
SS —
(Si) Florida
4-1-0
96 —
Other remain roles Syracuse 64. Texas Tech
56. Fresno St 43. LOUiSviLLE 27. Arizona 25
Texas AIM 22. Vilna 20, WOW Tech 20
Harrel 15. Indiana 11, Wallington 11, Georgia 4
Oregon 3. E 1.11dr pan 2

Wednesday_
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.
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1987 Chrysler 5th Avenue - Blue, 1 owner,
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Big plays lift Raiders in Shell debut

7 OCEANFRONT RESORTS
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'Big Daddy' puts rumors and Cubs to rest

Racer football
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DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE
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Holy cow! Another disappointment for Chicago
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SAN FRANCISCO — The Chicago Cubs reached two memorable
numbers in 1989: 75 seasons in
Wrigley Field and 81 years without
a World Series championship.
Ma* America isn't ready for
the Cubs to win the Series.
A lot of progress has been made
since Chicago beat Detroit in the
1908 Series.
Wrigley Field, originally known
as Weegtunan Park, was built in
1914 and television came along in
the late 1940s. Where would Harry
Caray be without TV?
Since 1908, the Cubs have been
in the World Series seven times
with the last visit coining in 1945,
when they lost to Detroit in seven
games_
Since then, there have been
mostly bad teams and some terrible
disappointments.
Add one more disappointment.
The Cubs lost the National
league playoffs in five games to the
San Francisco Giants.
In Monday's Game 5, Chicago
led 1-0 after six innings, but let it
get away when Will Clark hit a
two-run single with the bases
loaded off reliever Mitch Williams
with two out in the eighth and lost
3-2.
"I don't know how disappointed
the fans are," Chicago manager
Don Zimmer said. "I got long distance calls last night saying we're
with you 100 percent."
Through almost a century of disappointments, the fans keep coming back to admire the ivy at Wrigley Field and cheer for the Cubs
— win or lose.
"I don't think anyone expected
us to play 167 games this year,
which we've done," Zimmer said.
"Roger Craig's team won and
they're going to the World Series. I
wish them the best As far as I'm
concerned, my club is not losers,
they're winners. I think they can
hold their heads high."
In 1969, the Cubs led the NL
East for most of the season before
collapsing down the stretch and
losing the division — to the New
York Mets, of all teams.
That was a Cubs' team made up
of Chicago heroes — Ernie Banks,
Billy Williams, Ron Santo, Glenn
Beckert, Don Kessinger, Randy
Hundley, Ferguson Jenkins, Ken
Holtzman.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there

Jane Rogers
753-9627
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Cardinal fan Marty Prather tried to rub in the feeling of heartbreak shared by Cubbie fans
over the past
eipt decades during the latter part of the regular season.(The Cubs did play longer than the
Cards did
this season, though).
"There are still a lot of people
who have pain from that year,"
Santo said. "A generation of fans
grew up watching Ernie Banks and
Billy Williams. They thought that
was their year."
Instead, it was just another chapter to the Cubs' losing legacy.
In 1984, Chicago won the NL
East and finally seemed headed for
the World Series after taking a 2-0
lead over San Diego in a best-of-5
series.
But a ball got through the legs of
first baseman Leon Durham, San
Diego won the last three games,
and the Cubs missed again.
The Cubs of 1989 didn't figure
to make it very far.
They had a 9-23 record in spring
training and the pitching didn't
seem good enough.
But Greg Maddux, Mike
Bielecki and Rick Sutcliffe came

up with big years and Williams entire outfield landed on the disabsaved them when it was needed. led list. But Dwight Smith and
Zimmer took chances at every Lloyd McClendon came up from
opportunity and made his team out- the minors and stayed for the rest
hustle the other guys.
of the year.
"Some of our guys were starting
Ryne Sandberg was marvelous
grade school 20 years ago," Zim- just about all season, hitting 19
mer said. "It doesn't mean any- homers after the All-Star break and
thing to them and it shouldn't. You finishing the season with 90 consecan't spend time worrying about cutive errorless games at second
what happened 20 years ago or 40 base.
years ago."
But 10 years from now, this club
Zimmer managed a Boston team will be remembered as another
in 1978 which blew a 14-game lead Cubs team that didn't make it to
to New York in July and lost a the World Series.
one-game playoff to the Yankees
The fans at Wrigley displayed
on Bucky Dent's three-run homer signs the last week of the season to
in Fenway Park.
exorcise the ghosts of '69. Now
"I don't talk about that any- there are new demons to face.
more," Zimmer said. "Bucky
"We didn't play as well as I
Dent's a manager and to heck with thought we would," Zimmer said.
him. I'm not going to worry about "We didn't get the pitching and we
Bucky Dent'
didn't get many breaks."
Early in the season, the Cubs'
The Cubs never do.

Before Kero-sun, kerosene
heating was almost
unknown in America. It
took Kero-sun's advanced
designs to put kerosene
heating in the forefront of
supplemental home
heating. Kero-sun per-

fected the art of kerosene
heating with reliable safety
features like automatic
shut-off and special
safety guards. And with a
complete line of heaters,
Kero-sun can fulfill
a wide range of heating
applications.

'Big Daddy'puts rumors...
(Cont'd from page 6)
game he gave little thought to his
Game 2 shellacking.
"There was no problem (forgetting Game 2)," he said. "It was a

Lakers'...
(Cont'd from page 6)
major independents as well as OVC
teams.
.The Lady Racer volleyball team
will be going for revenge and an
upset tonight at Jonesboro, Ark.
when they meet the Arkansas State
Lady Indians, who defeated MSU
in the first match of the season.
The Lady Racers have moved up
to 13th in digs nationally, according to rankings released by the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association. Murray State leads the
OVC in digs-per-game with a 19.7
average. Freshman Amy Rhodes, of
Sacred Heart High School in
Louisville, is ranked 20th among
individuals in the national digs
ranking with a 4.0 per-game average in 41 games.
League Soccer
Three close games were seen in
Monday's youth league soccer
action, as the under-12 boys'
Chiefs defeated .Calvert City #2
2-1, the under-10 #5 team downed
the Fury, also 2-1, and, also in
under-10 boys' play, it was #33,
#22.
Greg Miller and Brandon McCoy
turned in Chief goals, with Bubba
Johnson assisting on McCoy's winning goal, while Nicholas Cocke
scored Calvert's only goal and
Calvert goalie John Kennedy made
nine saves, matching the total
turned in by Chiefs goalie Ross
Clark. Adam Malone and Josh
Aram won defensive credit for the
Chiefs.
Jeff Nix scored both goals for
05, with assists from Mitch Lilly
and Mitch Ryan, to offset a
penalty-kick goal by Chad
Delancey for the Fury. Fury's Neal
Key won defensive honors while
Wesley James was the top defender
for #5. James, Ryan and Brian
Dennison turned in five saves for
#5.
Shane Andrus scored twice and
Brian Zimmerman added the third
goal to lift #3 over 02, with #2's
scoring provided by Michael Roseman and Rohit Tandon.

piece of cake. I've done it so many
times in my career."
He also didn't think he pitched
much differently this time.
"You could tell when Big Daddy's on," Giants slugger Kevin
Mitchell said. "He was quiet in the
clubhouse earlier. He always is.
But you know he's there and he's
going to be there spiritually. I
knew he was going to throw a good
game. Big Daddy was so calm out
there."
The first jam Reuschel escaped
was in the first inning, when he
gave up two singles. But he struck
out Andre Dawson to end the
threat.
The only run Reuschel gave up
was an unearned one in the third,
and a simple flip of the sunglasses

by Mitchell might have prevented
that.
The early afternoon sun shone
blindingly over the rim of baking
Candlestick Park when Chicago's
Jerome Walton popped up to shallow left in front of Mitchell.
Mitchell ran under it but failed
to lower his shades, figuring it
wouldn't make a difference. At the
last moment he lost sight of the
ball, turned his head, put up his
arm and missed the ball off the
side of his glove as Walton raced
to second.
The error cost the Giants immediately when Ryne Sandberg
doubled to right to score Walton.
Sandberg kept running on the play,
trying to stretch it to a triple, but
was thrown oukat third on a relay.

Mitchell bailed himself and the
Giants out in the seventh inning
when he followed Clark's triple
with a sacrifice fly to deep center
that tied the score 1-1.
Reuschel left the game with two
out in the eight for pinch-hitter
Candy Maldonado. Maldonado
walked, Brett Butler walked, and
so did Robby Thompson to load the
bases and set the stage for Clark's
game-winning two-run single
against reliever Mitch Williams.

WE REPAIR KEROSENE HEATERS
$900 PLUS PARTS!
Amencas TOTAL HARDWARE* Siore

Central Shopping Center

Every Thursday 4-9 p.m. * *
Featured Entrees:
Blackened Catfish or Chicken & Sausage Jambalaya,
With Your Choice of:
Rice, Cajun Fries, Bayou Hot Slaw and House Salad.

It's Only at...

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN PADUCAH

I will be available to represent us at
local, state and national functions.
No business in blind trust - I will work
only for the city!

PROVEN LEADER - NOT FICTION
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Lincolns, Mercurys, and MK' Trucks
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Me ers of Matlene Crass's kindergarten class at Robertso
n,
left, Geremy Harper, Matt Ragsdale, Teneill Elliott and Ashley from
Tripp,
listen to Suzanne Seeley and MSU student Misty Morris,
assisted by
Justin, as they talked about the importance of eating healthy
snacks.
She and Mrs. Morris prepared snacks from each food group
for a
tasting party.

"AIL
State Trooper Robertson makes his annual visit to talk with all the
first grade students at North Calloway. Trooper Robertson reviewed
various bus safty rules and showed the film "What To Do," which
describes what to do in various situations and who to tell when they
need help.

Kindergarten students at East Calloway, under the supervision of
Debbie Ernstberger, were visited by guest speaker and teacher, Judy
Barber. Barber explained scuba diving gear and underwater experiences. Student also viewed video tapes of the diving expeditions of
Mr. and Mrs. Barber in the Grand Cayman Islands. The equipment,
sting rays and other marine adventures were very interesting to these
inquistive youngsters enrolled in Mrs. Grady's class. Pictured with
Barber are Amanda Chadwick and Ashley Byerly. Seated from left
are Carlene Stewart, Jessica Ottway, Joshua Mathis, Dustin Ladd,
Kory Cunningham and Matthew Goheen.

IIII

Scott Turner, 8th grade social studies teacher at Murray Middle
School presents 8th grader Stephanie Mott with the Student of the
Week award. Stephanie is the daughter of Kenneth and Vanessa Mott
and is a member of the N1MS academic team, band and chorus.

Pictured are winners in a recent 8th grade map-making contest at
Calloway County Middle School. Above are the 15 finalists;front row,
from left, Neal Simmons, Amy McKee, Chrystie Carson, Jason Barnett, Bethany Call, Steven Wadkins, (back row, from left) Mr.
O'Rourke, Paul Hart, Mike Arnett, Sucas Cherry, Marti McClard,
Emeline Brown, Trice Dunn, Jason Neale, Dustin Kilgore, Mark Stalls
and Mrs. Feltner. Pictured below are the top winners: front row,
from left, Nlike Arnett, honorable mention; Emeline Brown, 3rd
place; (back row, from left) Mr. O'Rourke; Marti McClard, 2nd
place and Jason Neale, 1st place.

Mrs. Hendrick's third grade class at East Calloway are finding directions by using the sun and direction circles they made.
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Grandparents are great volunteers! Andrew Parker is sharing his
grandmother, Mrs. Charlotte Parker, with Christina Duncan for a
special time of listening at Robertson. This is a favorite center time
activity in Marilyn Dill's kindergarten classroom.

Fifth grade students at Southwest Elementary prepare donation
cans
for Steve Hosford. Cans were placed in each homeroom. Susan
Hosford is in Mrs. Pittman's homeroom. Pictured front row, from
left,
Steven Dabbs, Emy Ehlhardt, Krissy Whitfield, Jeremy Suiter,
Brad
Shelton, Josh Morton, Patricia Greer, (back row, from left) Heather
Lennox, Nicole Grogan, Ashley Morris and Royce Newton.

Roland Chorn, custodian at Robertson Elementary, installs a map in
Marilyn Dill's classroom while Allison Cross looks on. This work is
volunteered during his hours after work.

Calloway County High School juniors presenting dramatic readings
of "The Crucible" above are, front row from left, Brian Cain, Amy
Bailey, David Garrison, (middle row, from left) Brad Hale, Cindi
Crutcher, 1,atrica Adams, Brandie Buhler, Melissa Parker, (back
row, from left) Tripp Tibbets, Wendy Cunningham, Lisa Scalf and
Mark Garland. Pictured below are, front row, from left, Amy Ford,
Angel Mayale, DeDe Young, Rhonda Ahart, (middle row, from left)
Brook Scarbrow, Toni McKnight, Brian Anderson, Mark Albrittan,
(back row, from left) Mark Lukasik, Matt Jennings, Renee Hayden,
Ryan Dawson, Leann Moore, Billy McMillian, Jason Garner, Robert
Tabers, Michael Camp and Collin Moore.

Becky Emerine, an 8th grade student at Calloway County Middle
School, was named Student of the Week. She is the daughter of Joyce
Sliger and Ralph Emerine. She is a cheerleader, member of the Pep
Club, Just Say No Club and enjoys walking and gymnastics.

Ed Hendon from New Concord gives a presentation on beekeeping to
Cherry, Turner and Pittman's fifth grade classes at Southwest
Elementary. He displayed a lot of equipment he uses and shared some
of the processed honey. Pictured on front row, from left are Royce
Newton, Jeremy Jones, Joe Jones, (back row, from left) Danny
Crouch and Brack Ray.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comment
*
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (75.1-4363) or the
(*noway County Public Schools (753-21103).

Grandparents and students are pictured celebrating
"Grandparents
Day" at a luncheon at Eastwood Christian
Academy.
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Colors,fixtures helpful
in making room airier
By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Nows1ostures
The right colors and furnishings
can trick the eyes, making small
rooms appear larger, large rooms
intimate, stuffy rooms airier and
irregular rooms more harmonious.
Here are some tips worth trying:
To make a small room appear
larger:
— Choose pale colors and lightscaled furniture and accessories.
— Select furniture that will give
the illusion of more space, such as
armchairs with open arms or chairs
with cane seats and backs.
— Choose an area rug whose
color blends with the surrounding
floor.
— Select wall-to-wall carpeting
in a shade the same as, or lighter
than the color of the walls. Or, try
a patterned wall-to-wall carpet with
a coordinated patterned paper on
the walls and ceiling.
— Use an expanse of mirrors.
To make a large room intimate:
— Choose highly varied textures
and dominant patterns for rugs,
draperies and upholstery.
— Use large sprawling seating
arrangements.
— Hang large paintings.
— Paint the ceiling and walls
different colors.
Using Paint:
Color is an inexpensive decorating tool.
— Heighten a low ceiling by
painting it a light color. Lower a
high ceiling by painting it a shade
darker than the walls. Or, continue
its color along the top eight to 10
inches of the walls.
— Shorten a long narrow room
by painting one of the shorter end
walls a darker tone than the walls.
Alternatively, paint one of the long
side walls a lighter shade than the
other walls. Then use lighting to
brighten that side even more.
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Using Art:
Pictures and paintings can also
be used to fool the eye, in addition
to making a room more attractive.
— There are no hard and fast
rules for hanging pictures. Pictures
or photographs can be hung singly,
in clusters of various sizes, or in
groups of similar sizes. Hang a picture so the eye of the viewer looks
directly into the main area of interest. Bear in mind that in living and
dining areas the viewer is seated,
whereas in hallways and entries the
viewer is standing.
Remember that a picture should
be no bigger than the furniture
beneath it. Also, don't hang a small
picture alone on a large wall.
— Before hammering any nails
into the wall, test the arrangement
you want. Cut paper templates the
same size as the pictures you plan
to hang. Then, using masking tape
to hold them in place, move the
templates around until you find a
pleasing arrangement.
— To make a room seem higher,
use a vertical arrangement of pictures. For a narrow room arrange
the pictures horizontally.
— A painting displayed on an
easel is a clever way to fill a corner. In addition, it will make the
painting seem more significant.
You can do the same with a large
photo.
Mirrors:
Mirrors widen and heighten
space, intensify lighting, complement contemporary interiors. They
also mask wall defects. Hang a
mirror at the eye level of a person
of average height, unless you're
putting it up for decorative purposes only, such as hanging one
over a mantel.
— Brighten a dark room by
installing strips of mirror along the
sides of the window jamb to reflect
the outdoor light and scenery. A
glazier can custom-cut the mirrors.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
"Assent — and you are sane;
Demur — you're straightway
dangerous
And handled with a Chain."
— Emily Dickinson.
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"If you make dummy ruff, I get a
trump trick," chastised East.
"Couldn't you read my club seven as
a request for continuation?"
"I make the slam anyway," interjected South. And that started the
discussion. Study all four hands and
choose sides. Do you bet on declarer
or the defense?
West led the club king, and in
spite of the play of East's seven,
West shifted weakly to a diamond.
South won,led a heart to the ace and
finessed on the way back. West discarded, and South re-entered dummy in spades to pick up the trumps
and to claim 12 tricks.
Had West made dummy ruff, the
second trump finesse would not
have been possible. Does that mean
you bet on the defense and not on
declarer?
Not so fast. The play is more involved, but accurate timing will
still garner 12 winners.
When dummy is forced to ruff a
club, the heart ace is cashed and a
successful finesse follows, exposing
the situation. South then cashes the
queen of spades and the ace of diamonds and overtakes the diamond
jack with dummy's queen. A high diamond is led. East correctly refuses
to ruff, but South ruffs his own trick
(East discards a spade). A spade to
dummy's ace comes next, and two
more high diamonds are led. If East
ruffs, South overruffs and claims.
When East discards, South does so
also, and both East and South are
left with two trumps. The lead is in
dummy, and East's queen is now
trapped — 12 tricks via execution
of a pretty trump coup.

BOBBY

WOLFF

10-10-A
NORTH
4A K 32
•A 6 2
•K Q 1072
+6
WEST
EAST
•86 5
•J 10 9
•Q 9 8 7
•3
•9 8 6 3
•5 4
4A K 9 8 3
+ Q 7 42
SOUTH
•Q 7 4
V K J 10 5 4
•A J
•J 10 5
Vulnerable: Neither
Dealer: North
The bidding:
East
West
North
South
1,
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
Dbl.
1•
2+
3
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
4,
5•
6•
Pass
Pass
Pass

•fourth suit forcing
Opening lead: Club king
BID WITH THE ACES
10-10-B

South holds:
+865
3
•9 8 6 3
4A K 98 3

North
1•
2V

South
2•

ANSWER: Three clubs. This is an
excellent hand on the bidding thus
far. Identify your high cards; you've
already shown the fit for diamonds.

Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225, with sell-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyrsght MOS United Feature Syndicate
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Crocus cloth gives red tint
Q. — I want to finish a piece of
unpainted furniture and would like
it to have a reddish tint. I read this
can be done with crocus cloth. If
so, where can it be purchased? My
local hardware store does not have
it.
A. — Crocus cloth can be
bought in stores that carry finishing
materials. Some paint stores carry
it. So do some home centers. It is
used quite often by jewelers. Yes,
it gives certain woods a reddish
tint. Wood finishers who use it do
so after a coat of sealer has been
applied. However, it should be
used only on dark woods. Test it
first before you apply it to a work
piece. Once applied, the tint is difficult to remove.
Q. — I have to put up some
shelves on a wall in our den. I have
done such work in the past, but
always with shelf supports, the
kind which are attached to the wall
and then attached to the underside
of the shelves. This time I want to
try those metal vertical uprights
that are attached to a wall. I
believe they are called standards. Is
there any special way they should
be attached and is there anything I
should know about their use?
A. — Presumably, you mean the
standards that have slot holes in
them all the way down the vertical
portion. Brackets fit into the slots
and the shelves are placed on the
brackets. There is nothing special
about their attachment, but the vital
part of the installation is to see that
the standards are absolutely
straight up and down and that they
are attached so that the shelves are
even horizontally. This involves
common sense more than anything
else. That is, common sense and a
level. The level should first be used
to assure the vertical straightness
of the standard. When the first

ru•

PLAN

TII1S CONTEMPORARN HOUSE has a New England saltbox flavor. The
dining room rises two stories and flows into the living room with its equally high
ceiling. There are three bedrooms on the second floor. Plan HA 15281-1 has 882
square feet on the first floor and 696 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped. self addressed envelope
to Homes for Living. 363
Seventh A‘c.. Nev. York. NY 10001.

HERE'S THE
ANSWER

Checklist: LIAdd Antifreeze
LIReplace Belts & Hoses
\
• le
Xi! Change, Lube & Filter
LITire Inspections
UAutomatic Transmission Service
Lromputerized Tune-Up Cruel Injection Carburetor Service
Call Us Today!
Complete

Auto

Repair of Murray, Inc.

514 S. 12thi
,
,

You NAME IT,
WE COVER
IT.
Call today for the
insurance coverage
you need—at the
lowest rates available.
• Homeowner's
• Health
• Life
•Auto
•Boat
•Motorcycle
•Complete Business
Packages

600 Main St,

753-0489

8[•••111140••••110

Cheap furniture a bad idea
By The Associated Press
The first-home owner doesn't
have to settle for make-do furniture
because of a budget, says a furnishings and design editor.
"Instead, start with flexible basics that will look terrific right now,
and also will make great building
blocks for future decorating
schemes," says Denise L. Caringer, of Better Homes and Gardens
magazine.
Don't settle for lower quality
and don't feel locked into a look or
color scheme that will be difficult
or costly to change later on.
Instead, she has these suggestions:
— Skip the busy wall coverings
and fancy window wear. Instead,
slick up and unify the background
with white paint, white window
blinds, shades or curtains, and, if
possible, neutral floor coverings.
This will produce an airy, expansive look, and will also make a
neutral "canvas" on which style
can be easily created.
— Avoid matching "suites" of
furniture. Instead, choose a mix of
well-designed basics that can be
shifted to other rooms or other
homes. A bedroom dresser, for
example, has limited use, but an
armoire fits in virtually anywhere,
she says.
Consider modular storage pieces
— bookcases and stacking cubes
— with optional doors, drawers
and shelves.
— Furnish a sitting spot with
four wicker lounge chairs instead
of buying an expensive sofa for the
living room. Float the chairs in a
cloverleaf-shaped grouping in the

middle of the room and anchor
them with an area rug. Wicker is
versatile, she says, so you won't
lock yourself into a changeless
look. Fabric cushions can set the
mood.
Later on, you can move them to
a porch or split them up, using a
pair with a new sofa and moving
the others to bedrooms.
— If the living room does not
have a natural focal point, like a
great window or a fireplace, lean a
second-hand fireplace surround
against the wall and fill the opening with plants, put two or three
low-cost white bookcases together,
or place an antique bench or a couple of low chests side by side and
hang an oversized poster above
them.
— Stacked books next to a chair
make a great resting place for a cup
or glass. Turn a cube, basket or a
concrete block into a coffee table
by topping it with a piece of glass.
— Simple, well-designed lamps,
such as flex arm architects lamps,
ceramic-base table lamps, or sleek
metal floor lamps, can be supplemented with clamp-on spotlights to
highlight artwork and canister-style
uplights to wake up dull corners.
— For dining, a white outdoor
table and casual chairs — wicker.
molded plastic, metal, or woodand-canvas — serve as "summerhouse" companions to the airy living room scheme. For a more formal or traditional look, buy quality
dining chairs and team them with a
round, skirted-to-the-floor dining
table

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
s

GM

641 South
Murray
753-2617

keep The Groat(.0.1 Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

•*****************
1986 Buick Century
Estate Wagon
Nice family car.

*8 900N

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
*We Install Moisture Barriers & Temp Vents

FREE INSPECTIONS
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray

753-6433.

Florida's SUITEST Vacation

on Orlando's Atlantic Ocean Beach
Beautiful new all-suite resort. Two bedroom
suites have fully equipped kitchens, living/dining area, private balcony, Cable TV and HBO.
Swimming pool, sun deck, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf. tennis, water
sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I-95...just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida
attractions.

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN

((PROBLEM BATH?)
BATH?))
Let Us Help!
Vanity Tops • Bathtubs • Whirlpools
Ceramic Tiles • Tub Panels • Mirrors
Shower Bases & Walls • Tub and Shower Doors
'Visit Our Showroom Today.

$4900

TWO BEDROOM SUITE
'Per person, per night
double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based On availability.
Valid 3/27 to 12/31/89.

421 S. Atlantic Ave New Smyma Beach, FL 32069(904)423-8400

Thornton 'Tite
and narbGe,
813 S. 9th St

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a spacious
suite (not just a hotel room) on Fonda's best
beach.

Mon.-Flt 84:3O

TOLL FREE.

Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931
753-5719

a

1.

Ross Insurance
Agency

By Andy Lang
AP Newsfeatures

••

Is Your Car Ready
For Winter?

standard is straight and has been
screwed into place, place a bracket
where you want it, then a second
bracket in the matching slot of the
other standard. While you hold the
second standard against the wall,
place a shelf across the two brackets. Use the level to make sure it is
horizontally precise, then attach the
second standard. The big plus the
standards give you is that you then
can space the shelves as far apart
or as close as you want them.

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

•
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CLASSIFIED
010

0,
1-•911
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
CITY OF MURRAY
NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

020
Notice

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Suburban $381 mo.
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
46 Mo. Closed End Lease.

war

NOTICE Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Screen Printing is now located in Central Shopping Center next
to Wal Mart 753-7743 hrs.
Mon -Sat 930-8 00 Sun
15
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809

BABYSITTER Needed for
infant twin girls 492 8638
DRIVERS/Experienced(
Inexperienced Get home/
get miles Drive Peterbilts
Transcontinental for Sam
Tankley Trucking lnexper.
ienced? Ask about our
training program Call
513-769-044
or
1 800-527-TEAM

PREGNANT? Confused
about your opbons? For
someone who cares, call
Opportunities for Lite, toll
free 1-800-822-5824 any
time for personal confiden
tial help!

FULL charge bookeeper
with computer expecience,
for local business send resumes to P 0 Box M
INSTANT CASH
Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
novelty gift items For more
information send stamped
envelope to DMM IV, P 0
Box 2297, Miami, FL
33261

DRIVERS get your career JMI needs Professional
in gear! Bowling Green Dnvers To 25 per mile,
State Transportation Cen- depending on experience
050
ter in Bowling Green, Ken- Call 800-282-6638 for
Lost
tucky can give you the train- details
And Fated
ing you'll need to become a NEED Avon RepresentaLOST Border Collie, black professional truckdriver Fi- tives for Christmas sales
& white Name 'Brandy' nancial assistance is avail- Call today for interview,
wearing gray collar but no able J B Hunt, one of the 753-0171 Free Christmas
name tag Lost between country's most successful gift if you call before
motor carriers, regularly Monday
Podunck & Bell City
hires students who have
436-2136
compared the approved
PART-TIME Help
course.
Call:
1 800-643-3331 J B Hunt Weekends, $3 35/ hour
where the driver matters. Apply at Southern Style
An equal opportunity em- Laundry
ployer. Subject to a drug 'PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME'
screen
Earn $200-$500 weekly
30 PEOPLE wanted who
mailing novelty gift items
are seriously interested in
losing weight and or mak- DRIVERS OTR Need ex- For more information send
ing money New, affordable perienced van/flat drivers stamped envelope to .
23 years of age One year DMM-IV, P 0 Box 2297,
Healthstar
In d
experience verifiable Mi- Miami, FL 33261.
419-691-3717
leage pay plus benefits
REGISTERED Nurse.
ANYONE CAN APPLY! Call 1-800-444-6648
Part-time staff nurse for
Guaranteed Visa/MC, US
Charge Even with bad cre- EARN $600 or more weekly newly renovated, exdit. No one refused. Call stuffing envelopes at home panded surgery depart(213)925-9906 ext U1323. No experience Send self- ment. To apply contact
addressed stamped enve- Personnel Department
lope to P 0 Box 27200 P.O Box 1030, Paris, Tn
CAREER Opportunity as Detroit,
MI 48227
38242 901-642-1220, Ext
Customer Service Representative working with EARN money at home stuf- 721.
commercial insurance ac- fing envelopes Send a selfcounts in our Benton, Ken- addressed, stamped enve
tucky office. Experience is lope to Wendy Cox Assoc.
required Please send com- 908-B North 18th, Murray,
Women's Apparel
plete resume to: Peel & KY 42071.
Applications being accepted for
Holland, Attn, David Moffitt,
position of usstaza manager
P.O. Box 427, Benton, Ken- ALTERATIONIST: ExperPrevious retail experience prefertucky 42025 No phone ienced person. Good workred Excellent bercfits, liberal
ing conditions Apply in per'calls, please.
discount progam
son, Boone's Cleaners,
Apply In Person
COOK AT CURRIS CEN- 605 Main.
Behr's
TER One year of experiCentral Shopping
ence in commercial food FEDERAL Law Enforcement Jobs: No experience
Center
preparation required with
necessary. For application
three to five years expenMurray, Ky.
information call (219)
ence preferred. Good math
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
skills are essential. Must be 757-5757 ext. KY309 8
a.m.-8
p.m.,
7
days_
knowledgeable of methods
of preparation, equipment
By GARY LARSON
and supply use, and sani- THE FAR SIDE
tation and safety. Salary
$507 per hour. Apply at
Personnel Services, 4th
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky. 42071. EOE/M-F.

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
quality it •You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma, You have been
Out of school 9 months or
more, You we between
the ages of 16 8 21 We are
an E 0.E. The protect is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P A Call
J T P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8am.-11:30a m
OTR drivers Hornady
Truck Line requires one
year experience, 23 years
of age Start 23-26 cents/
mile based on experience
Excellent benefits
Conventionals/Cabovers
1-800-648-9664

Bundy B° Trumpet.
$250.00. Call 7533901 after 5 p.m.

41111:1111
-

Birthda
dy
y
Grandaddy
Love
Jessica
Jennifer

a

Jeremy
--*••••-inie0

CRUISE Ships: Now hiring
all positions. 139th skilled
and unskilled. For information Call (615) 779-5507
Ext. H1386.

11P111611MIIMMEMIll
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1141.7111•01M11114r_li 1111111MINI11!WM(

rwommur,

TRUCK Drivers. A major
truckload carrier needs experienced drivers and graduates of approved driver
training schools. If you
have no experence, we
can help arrange for training. Must be 21, with a good
driving record and work history Company paid
physical/drug screen. Call
(502) 826-8719 or
1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CST,
Dept. Y-32.
WAREHOUSEMAN: Parttime, possibly full-time, for
hard worker. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-C,
Murray.
090
Situation
Wanted
COLLEGE student —
Elementary Ed. Major, wil
do babysitting; all ages,
nights & weekends. Experience & transportation provided. 762-2035, Stacey.
HOUSECLEANING References 753-2607
WILL sit with elderly or will
dean houses or offices
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635.

IPINIIIINERAPISAINIONdribilMIP
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II'S NOT EA9-/
eEiki6 A COZERLEADER
AT A 94P4.L 50.100L

1-800-334-1203

REAR tine tiller 753-6787
S.

6
:

Train to be a Professional
.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR
NOW STUDY ARES. TRAINING

•FINANCiAL AID AVAIL.
4011PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
T.* MART SCHOOL
•Olv c4ACT Corp
Nati hclailr a, Poanparv

Sc., TI.

Business
Opportuntty

Train for Careers In

• AIRLINES
•CRUISf LINES
•!RAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

ACROSS
POOKY MAKES ME FEEL
SAFER AT NIGHT...

'THAT'S BECAUSE
HE'S 50 SOFT...
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CAMP
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1 Play segment
4 Samarium
symbol
6 Grow larger
11 Fisherman's
baskets
13 Bank
employee
15 That man
16 Passageway
18 Surfeit
19 Female sheep
21 Equal
22 Printer's
measure
23 Ties securely
26 Time gone by
29 Drunkards
31 Regrets
33 Paid notice
34 Early morn
35 Boone of
song
38 Small rug
39 As far as
40 Iron symbol
41 Trade
1

2

3

11
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property
6 Breastbone
7 Pronoun
8 Otherwise
9 South
American
animal
10 Permit

1 Pain
2 Ship's
complement
3 Tellurium
symbol
4 Slides, skids
5 Item of

12

23
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ACTED
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

43 Pitcher
45 Go astray
47 Issue forth
50 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
52 Sea in Asia
53 Excavate
56 Winglike
58 Yellow fruit
60 Tantalum
symbol
61 Alongside of
63 Glossy paint
65 Newspaper
paragraphs
66 Compass
point
67 Period of
time

n
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12 Babylonian
deity
14 Concerning
17 Condescending look
20 Newt
24 Vipers
Ocean
2"Heaven
27
5
's
—"
28 Aroma
29 Secure
30 Hebrew
measure
32 Let it stand
36 Solemn
mexcan
37 wonder
dishes
42 Peel
44 Marry
46 Cook in oven
48 Titles
49 By oneself
One
51
o1HOMES
54 Roman road
55 Festive
56 Hebrew
month
mezwshiaan
57 H
wreath
Sgiboi
um
59,

•

iii

Id

IUU

62 Martin ID
64 Myself

SEVERAL large pieces of
used 1' thick thermopane
glass — different sizes.
$6 50 per sq ft new — sell
for $3 00 per sq ft
753-7668, 8-5

WATER Heaters Electric,
round has double heating
eliments, 5 yr guarantee
on glass line tank 30 or 40
gal $11999. 50 gal
$139 99 Wallin Hardware.
Downtown, Paris Tn
WOOD Heaters: Deluxe
cabinet, has lift up cook
service top, 25' brick line
firebox, cast iron grates &
doors $279 99. Wallin
Hardware, Downtown,
Pans, In
155

Ian
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
5P
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1
1
.1-4:
5
ag'°
_,••••••
A_
eimwrs•

SENTINEL Buildings Bolt
upSteelframe Buildings
Color straightwall, engineer stamped drawings,
4,000+ sizes, 30x40x10,
$3,695; 40x50x12, $5,995,
50x60x14. $7.995,
50x75x14, $9,750,
60x100x16, $14,995, free
bochures. 800-327-0790.

DRIVERS' Get your career
in gear! Bowling Green SPA's, softub, tanning &
State Transportation Cen- toning equipment Murray
ter in Bowling Green, Ken- Hot Tubs 115 So 13th St
tucky can give you the train- Murray Ky 753-3492
ing you'll need to become a
professional truck driver
Building
Financial assistance is STEEL
available_ J B. Hunt, one of 40x100x12, $270 sq ft
the country's most suc- 50x100x12, $252 sq ft.
cessful motor carriers, reg- 60x100x12, $244 sq ft
ularly hires students who 70x100x12, $242 sq ft.
have compared the ap- 80x100x12, $235 sq
proved course. Call: 100x100x12, $232 sq ft
Steel
1-800-643-3331. J.B. Hunt. Allied
1-800-635-4141,
Where the driver matters
An equal opportunity em- USED office desks,
chairs
ployer Subject to drug and files — (2) fireproof
screen.
files, South 4th & Elm Call
753-7668, 8-5

SOUTHEASTERN Ky Radio Station. 5th fastest
growing Ky. county. Excel- TWIN Girls' Clothing, 9-12
lent terms, assume note. months 492-8638
Call 606-846-4486. SenCLOTHING: Twin girls 9 to
ous inquires only.
12 months. 492-8333

"Stop the swing! I'm getting sick! Stop the swing!
Oongowa! Oongowa!"

4110

Tta•stot•T•alto.
Totialtag Cent...

A_N-a

BE your own boss National
Manufacturer needs local
person to service 100% natural juice route Best oneman business ever. No selling No overhead Must
have $14,400, secured
100% by inventory.
$55,000 very possible first
year This could make you
independent. First time offer, for details call 9 a m. —
9 pm. 1-800-633-1740.

POST Frame buildings
30x40x9 eave, 8' centers,
one 12x8 end slider, one
service door, $5,295
erected Other sizes avail
able Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009

ALLIANCE

100

FINANCIAL Independence: A national temporary help service is looking
for an owner/operator in
your market. Join the second fastest growing U.S
industry.
Call
1-800-331-3586

-asseaftesimiieseeliireatimbnireer4
seirm•-esiHmersemerstr-ser
IMSNIPSAMIN

ATTENTION Are you unFIREWOOD For Sale
employed? Underpaid?
474-8086
Over 25,000 good-paying
Ducking jobs available now! FOR SALE 8 piece BasAll questions answered by sett Dining Room Suite
phone Call toll free Lexing- (Table, 6 chars, Hutch)
ton 1-800-248-7364 (24 $350 Call 753-9569 9-5,
hours) Train with the pro- 345-2582 after 5
fessionals Commercial
Driver Institute
MADAM Alexander Dolls
1.
30 plus, in boxes
1-247-5806
oa-••••0
METAL Bldg. for sale
40x90, idea for farm use
753-4172 or 759-4774 after
6 pm

SEAMSTRESS for applique Apply in person,
Memories on Main

Behr's

Excellent condition

Articles
For Sale

instruction

-1!RIN

(if
tre‘
itamelm
/0 t' •982 Una.

has
Openings
for ages 6 wks.
thru 5 yrs. of age.
753-6695
or
753-8945

Wedding Dress

Best Offer.

LOSE fat 8 inches, body
facial toning, stress tree
exercise, tanning, The
Body Designer at Murray
Hot Tubs, 115 So 13th St
753-3492.

Sunshine
Center

For Sale
Call 753-9869

In erotic
Gifts sub
Collettiblcs

LYNDA S Pretty Punch Em
broidery Shop For all supplies, custom order, &
sweatshirts starting at just
$4 00 (children $3 00)
Special on thread 2 mi
West of Hazel, on Stateline
Rd 893 (turn West at cau
bon light at edge of Hazel)
492 8580

110

help
Wanted

Pintails

Phone.
(502) 435-4202

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get a
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray

060

Notice

a Ws avirst of Murray on a1
OS at Lynn Grove

The Mayor and City Council of the City of
Murray,Kentucky will accept sealed bids for
the construction to rlude trenching, welding, installation,
ver and clean-up of
approximately 9,670 linear feet of 4" and
4,326 linear feet of 2" steel gas pipe,(scheduled 40 API 5L wrapped)together with all
related work as specified and shown on
drawings. Bids will be received by the City
Clerk, 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray,
Kentucky until 1:30 p.m.,local time, October
24, 1989, and then at said office opened and
publicly read aloud. Pipe, valves, fittings
and valve boxes will be provided by owner.
Plans and specifications may be picked up at
City Clerk's Office upon payment of $25
payable to Murray Natural Gas System for
each set. Payment is not refundable. Plans
may be examined at the Department of
Public Works and Utilities, 200 Andrus
Drive, Murray, Kentucky. The City of Murray reserves the right to waive information
and to reject any or all bids.

NOW Renting Lakeland
Wesley Village, a rent assistEid apartment complex
located near Jonathan
Creek in Marshall County,
has one bedroom apartments available for immediate rental Must be 62 years
of age or handicapped/
disabled and at least 21.
Rent is 30% of adjusted
income for those who qualify for government subsidy
Utilities included. cable TV
available at extra charge.
For more information, write
Lakeland Wesley Village,
RI 10, Box 666, Benton, Ky
42025
or
Call
(502)354-8888 An Equal
House Opportunity

isilirrray Ledger & Times

TWO 36- aluminum commercial glass doors, $75,00
each Three 36'bronze aluminum commercial doors
with tinted insulated glass,
$150 each 753-7668, 8-5

Appliances
COOKSTOVE Electric
Westing House 30 inch
size, 4 burner oven Excellent condition $150,
436-2759
KENMORE Refrigerator
21 cu. inch, harvest gold
753-7351.
CHEST Freezer
works perfectly
759-4808

Large,
$150

BUNK beds, baby bed,
couch and chair, canopy
bed, chest, coffee table &
end tables, misc 753-5292
after 5 p m
ESTATE Sale bookcase,
2-end tables, china cabinet,
matching table and 4
chairs, cricket rocker, metal
desk chair, cloth rocker,
3-piece bedroom set (solid
wood), odd table Call
753-6249 or 753-6145

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$229.99. 10x12 ft. building
with door 56- wide x 61
height, $299 99 10x9 high NEW Furniture
Ask for
gable building with door 56' Neal at Starks Brothers
Mowide x 60' height, $28999 bile Homes 753-2922
Coast to Coast Hardware,
QUEEN-SIZE mattress and
753-8604
boxspnng, $30 753-6912
AUTUMN Sale! Storage
SIMMONS
Hide a-bed
buildings 8x12 $750, 8x16
$1,000. 10x16 $1,350, Good shape, 2 cushions
Rust colored recliner, good
Other Sizes available
shape Coffee table After 6
489-2663
p m call 489-2802
CANOPY — 24'x24'alum
SWIVEL Rockers two,
num service station ca
nopy, taken down — ready beige brown, very good
E move $1,250 753-7668, condition 753-4691
8-5
WATERBED queen-size,
CASIO 116ER 2 depart- soft side, good as new.
ment cash register. used 6 $200 474-2277
months 354-8295, after 6
pm
190
Fans
FIREPLACE insert, with
Equipment
blower Call 753-1636 after
pm
HEAVY—DUTY Monogram machine, with templates, and accessories
Commercial counter $200
24 bulb Wolff tanning bed
Two Sharp computers
Cash registers Tandy
1000 Personal computer
with everything, $1.000.
Heavy duty Commercial
NCR register Racks & hengent or sate. 753-1300 or
489-2116 after 8
LICENSE Plates — airbrush 8 custom made
Large new stock at Fayes
next to Wal-Mart Hrs Mon-Sat 9 30 8 00, Sun 1-5
753-7743

FREE pig feeder with
purchase of Southern
States Littermilk, Super
Gainer, HT Early Wean and
Pig Creep-n -Super Start
200

Sports
EquIpatroat
GUN 30 06 Rifle Savage
Mod 110 horse power
scope, like new $215
436-2759
GUN Pistol Regur 22 22
Meg Converter, like new
$160 436-2759
GUN Revolver, ht standard
22. 6 in, 9 shot, like new
$150 436-2759

*Mk

GUITAR Yai
612S Candy
Call 753-4031,

CHRISTOPHE
At Ox-Yoke (H

too poztosOuS m

stores, junk-sit
and up. Fine
proof bets at 0)
chantile (Aurc
Murray at Ca
ner, Jane's Art
House 753-41
FIREWOOD
437-4667

GIANT wholesz
Retailers, wholi
marketers, fa
Christmas gift
chandise at
prices from giar
wholesale cat,
$10, refundabl
order to SMD
9006-K, Huntir
25704-9006

HEALTH Insui
totes maternity
out patient beni
mg surgery
existing conditio
if you qualify Pi
discounts pos:
coverages with
1-800-448 5701
1671
Globe
Accident

LARGE, large, I.
Don of storage I
stock for immEn
ery Acree Port
ings, Mayfii
502-247-7831

MURRAY Mom
dens Cemetery
or best offer
2573, Clarkst
37042, or 615-E

PERSONALIZE
ten's books Yot
comes the main
full color, high qu
cover, Great
$995 1-800-i
1 502-683-3114

SHARP Copiers
thonzed dealer,
ntal, lease and sE
1-800-248-4319

TRUCK Bed M
Chevy, Mazda
Toyota & Nissa
Lawn & Tractor,
Rd

WATKINS Pro&
1868 Vanilla, pi
namon, extractr
kitchen season'
ments, salves, la
home care prod
Lyle Spencer
354-8117
WINTER Pool
Above/Ingrounc
tubes, air pillows,
gizmo. Cleaning
terizing service
C J's Pool & Pat
4th St 759-191'

MUSIC MAN DJ'
music for all c
party's. weddinc
dances & reuni
now for spedi
1-901642-3542

12x60 MOBILE
bedrooms.
759 1949 or 75::
12x65 GRANVILI
rooms, 2 baths,
condition cent'
759-1322
14x50 1980 FAIF
bedrooms, 1 b
central heat
equipped, parti,
!shed, $5,850
8a m -5p m

WE
HO
If you
InsurancE
Medicare
Home Ins
We v
companiE
possible
deliver th
Your hom
policy fro
free clair
Our off;
Savings
when yoi
have to

Jerr

11
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CLASSIFIEDS
220

270
Musical

GUITAR Yamaha RGX
6125 Candy apple red
Call 753-4031, after 6 pm

320

Apartments
For Rent

DOUBLEWIDE Trailer 3
bedroom, 2 baths Call
753-9610, or 753-5-499

1 BEDROOM Apartment:
furnished, all utilities inducted $200 per month
436-2756, near downtown
location

1I

490

Aso

Rod
Estate

Nome
For Sale

Used
Cars

500

530
Used
Trucks

Senfices
Offered

Services
Offered

KOPPERUD REALTY of- JUST REDUCED to
1983 S-10 39,950 miss FOR most any type
fers a complete range of $69,850 Country Custom
drive- SHEETROCK finish
Now it's
4 speed, $3,000 Day way while rocks also, any
Reel Estate serVIODS with a brick ranch type Position
new or repair 436 28
753-1953, night, 753-0870 type gravel dirt and sand
wide selection of quality peacefully on 10 acres with
GOING Fatal Only a few '89
homes, all prices
model left at great low
WL, 1st owner pride many
1984 GMC SIERRA call Roger Hudson. SUREWAY Tree Sep.
753-4545 or 753-6763
prices! Buy now and save 1 OR
753-1222, toll free built-ins, eat in kitchen, 3
210
Topping pruning Use
Classic loaded, must sell
2 bedroom apartment
Chevrole
t,
Oldsmobile,
$$$1 Free delivery and set- near
1 -800-251-HOME Ext br 2 bath large trees
moval Aerial bucket tri
wholesale price Call 8 5
downtown Murray,
711L.
up Fast and easy financ- 753-4109
Miscellaneous
753-6577
Fully insured for your ;
easy care landscaping
Cadillac, Inc. of
GUTTERING By Sears
ing See Jim Taylor cx W C
'action Stump rem(
NEW Condominiums For well water, horses, ok, ken
CHRISTOPHER'S Coins Colley
1988 CHEVROLET Blazer Sears residential and con
Pans, TN
at Bargain Home
with no lawn damage r
mercial
Sale 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, nail, out building - Call
continuo
At Ox-Yoke (Hazel) katers Center, Hwy 641, South
us
gutters
S-10: 4x4, 43 liter, power
New & Used
in
estimate
Mary
s No obligat
Jane
Century
at
21
installed
for
1.380
your
sq
too precious metals in best Pans Drive
ft pius garage, all
specificawindows and locks Call
340
GM Executves &
a little-save a
tions Call Sears 753-2310 753 5484
applicances included plus Loretta Job Realtors,
stores, junk-silver lots $25 lot!
753-2135
Houses
Program Vehicies
for free estimate
many other extras For 753-1492
and up Fine coins and
TELEPHONE wiring
For Rent
1988 DODGE Dakota
more information phone NICE, 3 bedroom, 18
proof bets at Ox-Yoke, mer- MOBILE Homes Re001.842.311100
installed phones
priories mc.
HAMIL
TON
Culture
Sport
d residenc
4 wheel drive Black
chanule (Aurora) and in possed mobile homes - 1622 FARMER 4 bed
Kopperud
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
Realty bath, brick in town Large
e
arid busirit
marble
and
Ole 643 Old
with gray letter and strips
Murray at Carolyn's Cor- 10% down payment, fixed room, 1 bath, lots of stor
753-1222
experienced Call Bo.
workshop in back,fenced in
Benton Rd 753-9400
roll
bar,
lights,
age,
tilt,
double
cruise
garage
Rener, Jane's Attic, Treasure interest rates No preWade 753 2220
back yard, perfect for kids
air, B/W Et/Door lock V6. HAULING, yard work,
payment penalties Singles frigerator, stove, gas heat
House 753-4161
tree
WERE having more calls and/or pets Must see to 1982
TREE
automati
Trimming andl3ri
c Price $10,500 removal, roofing, painting,
Outdoor pets only $450
CITATION Power,
and double available
for property in our area than appreciate Call 753-6277
FIREWOOD for sale Green Tree
Removal 436 2532
air, bit, AM/FM, good tires, 345-2094
me Call 753-0090
mowing Free estimates
Acceptance
for
we
appointm
can
fill
ent
If
you
have
437-4667
good clean condition,
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 2 1 - 8 2 0 4 , 2 BEDROOM
TYPING and Of °dal
1989 CHEVROLET Silver- 759-1683
House $200 property contact Milly Ward STARTER Home With In- $1,195 See at Gulf Station
GIANT wholesale catalog!!! 606-223-1010 EOL
ado 4x4 Loaded extra INSULATION
Lowest price in the coca
a month, no pets, deposit at Key Associates
Blown
In
By
at
16th
come.
and Chestnut
5 room frame house
Retailers, wholesalers, flea REMODE
nice 437 4171
759 4085
Sears TVA approved
LED 1976 double required 492-8166 or 753-3263 or home with duplex in back Small 753-9181 or 753-2036
marketers, familes. Buy wide
753-2967 Wilson Real
2 bedroom, 1 bath, 753-8679
1989 GMC Short wheel Save on those high heating VCR REPAIR Wood V(
down payment and monthly 1984
Christmas gifts and mer- with
Estate
CHEVY Cavalier
appliances Owner 3 BEDROOM
base
payments
Pick-up, loaded, 350 and cooling bills Call Sears Service Center deana
,
immediat
e
posFenced
chandise at wholesale wants reasonab
2-door, automatic, console,
753-2310 for free estimate
le offer. yard, with garage Adults WORLD wide selection of session. 753-3690
servicing $15 most rep
$11,800, 753-7728
prices from giant 3,500 item Call after
bucket
seats, new tires,
6 -00 p m
vacation properties Reall brands 3rd Sur
$35
only, no pets $375 mo
LICENS
wholesale catalog Send 759-1273.
ED
Electrician
A/C, power steering, light
ceive $2 on all inquires! Call TASTEFULLY decorated
Almo Open 9-12, 1
527-8421
510
Doug Jones Electric Resi
$10, refundable with first
brick home with approxi- brown exterior, dark brown
Resorts Resale today
dental wiring and electric Mon Fri 753 0530
order to SMD, P.O. Box TRAILER: For Sale. Call
interior. 4-cylinder, good
1 800-826 7844 NATL mately 2900 sq ft. Includes
Campers
360
motor repair 759-4751
9306-K, Huntington, W . V. 753-4094 after 6 p.m.
gas
WE stock a full line of pa
mileage
full
finished basement.
Priced below
1-800-826-1847 in Fla or
For Rent
25704-9006.
loan value, $2,050. Call 1958 26' AIRSTREAM
&
service Kerosene hi
Four/five
bedroom
s,
2A
LICENS
ED
electrician
1-305-771-6296
Or Load
2130
baths, family room, living 759-1559
436-5836
James Gallimore electrical ters Keith s Lawn ar
Mobile
room, kitchen, dining room,
TO Lease -Beautiful 3 bed
service Commercial and Tractor, Industrial Rd
440
HEALTH Insurance fea1984 MERCURY Marquis
Homes For Rent
two fireplaces. Several ceil- Colony
520
room brick house in Panar
residential Fast, courteous WET BASEMENT'
tures maternity options, in/
Park wood grain,
, Vs Lob
ing fans, plenty of closets
service 759-1835
Boats
out patient benefits includ- 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished arna Shores Fireplace and
loaded with all the extras,
make wet basements di,
For Sale
including
walk-in.
Master
many
&
Motors
other
amenities
leather interior, good tires,
ing surgery. Most pre- or unfurnished. Some new
Work completely guarv
bedroom with dressing
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
existing conditions covered furniture, natural gas- 901-479-2604 after 5 p m
sport wheels, very good 1988 WINNER Intrigue MOBILE HOME Specialist
teed Call or write Morg
area
Natural
gas
tree
heat
tops (triangle bounded
Construction Compai
condition, brown Priced Boat Red, gray and
if you qualify Prescripbons electric, air conditioned.
white 436-5255
by 3 roads) center of Mar- Garage. All city conveni- below loan
Route 2 Box 409-A, Par
discounts possible 90% Shady Oaks 753-5209.
value,
$3,695
with
2
swivel
captains
seats
PLUMBING repairman with cah, KY 42001
shall County. Look down on ences. East side of Frank- Call 759-1559
370
coverages with limitations
or c
and
bench
with deck 17', same day service Call
4-MOBILE Homes for rent
Benton's lights! Deer and fort. Reasonably price•
Livestock
1-442-7026
1-800-448- 5708/502-897take
over
payment
s
or
best
East side of Murray. Call
$81,500.
1985
00.
Phone
Beverly
TEMPO
436-525
wild
turkey
GL
5
50,000
$62,500 Joe
& Supplies
1671. Globe Life & after
Booker/Better Homes & miles, AM/FM cassette, offer (502) 365-6105
WILL do plumbing instal'
5 pm 753-9227
W Nanney, 753-9622.
Accident.
PROFESSIONAL Lawn ton & repairs
RACKING Show Pleasure
Garden
cruise, luggage rack, nice
Realty
All guare
1989
PROCRA
FT 17111* care leave raking Call
OLDER Trailer with 4 Gelding:
Great trail horse. 4 6 ACRES. Zoned R3-A 502-875-5566.
teed Free estimatr
$3,600 437-4723
LARGE, large, large selec- rooms
fish
n'
ski,
115
hp
Yamaha,
built on, for rent Saddle bred,
on
759-4440
old
641
,
in
ask
city,
for
all
Wayne
city
Phone 435 4169
pleasure
tion of storage buildings in 436-555
fully equipped Purchased
0
1986 CUTLASS Clara SL
utilities available, invest or
mare, good broodmare
753-1308
470
stock for immediate delivQUALITY Construction
new
in
March
1989
Can
be
loaded,
develo
p, $38,500
42,000 miles,
Horses shown by appointery Acree Portable BuildAlteratio
n
&
remodeli
seen
ng
at
602
Main
Street
or
$6.100. Call after 5 pm
753-7668, 8a m -5p.m
290
ment only. 753-9390
ings. Mayfield, Ky.
Motorcycles
Porch & deck specialist
550
call 753-7307
753-3966
Hosting
502-247-7831
436-2617 or 753-1126
BUILDING Lot Meadow
Feed
1984
HONDA
And Coolng
Aspencade
380
1986 F I. TRANS AM Red INBOARD, outboard reGreen Acres, 142x153, city
&
Seed
loaded, 25,000 miles, see with
RILEY Construction and
Pete
gray interior, power pair, winterizing and serwater, lh mile from town,
EMBER Hearth insert
at
1518
HAY
General
MURRAY Memorial GarOxford,
Clover
Red
7,,
never
Contract
or
vice
Resicalls
436-250
2
& Supplies
windows, power steering,
$5,500 Call 753-7668, 8-5 down,
stove Call after 5 p m
dential and commercial, 753 2327
garage stored
dens Cemetery Plot $500
power
locks,
cruise,
T-tops,
753-370
5
new and renovations Night
BUILD SITES & FARM 3 $3850
or best offer P 0 Box
Every Option Available!
530
scheduling available com2573, Clarksville, TN
FISHER Poppa Bear wood BOXER Puppies: Serious mi. N. Benton: 3 adj. tracts ATV parts,
560
57,000
miles, $10,500
accessories,
Services
plete home builder Billy
37042, or 615-645-5357,
totaling 13.78 ac @ 2500- tires
stove + 10 rick wood $325 calls only 435-4195
Free
& service for all 753-6129
Offered
Riley 753-9478
3000/ tic, &, few smaller
Column
brands! Keith's Lawn & 1986
PERSONALIZED Child- 23,000 BTU Air Conditioner COCKATO Male, white,
PONTIAC 6000 LE
A 1 TREE Service & Stump
with cage,$600 489-2668. more expensive tracts. .
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur- 4-cylinde
ren's books. Your child be- 4 yrs old $300 436-2675
45 ac farm 1/, in fescue
r, sunroof, stereo Removal 50' aerial bucket RILEY'S Home ImproveKITTENS Ca
ray. 759-9831
ments.Free Estimates
comes the main character. JIM'S Heating & Air Condi- COCKER Spaniels: AKC clover,
tape, $6,195 354-6248
rolling, 800 feet E of
truck Spraying and feed- Work
759-4016
full color; high qualtiy, hard- tioning - Installing and serv- puppies, $80. 328-8715.
guarante
ed
Billy
RiUS 641, specimen trees
1987 DODGE Omni 1 fam- ing 35 years experience ley 753-9478
490
cover. Great gift, only icing all brands. 14 years
preserved, fenced, 30' unGlen Joiner owner Call
ily
owner, 60,000 miles
570
$9.95. 1-800-448-9443, experience, commercial, GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Used
improved access road.
753-0906 Free Estimates ROCKY .COLSON Home
Coldwa
ter
Road,
Days
1-502-683-3114
759-452
2,
nights
residential 24 hour anCara
Repair Roofing, siding
753-6756. Clean, new, $66,450. Joe W. Nanney
759-9422
Wanted
APPLIANCE SERVICE
753-9622/ 527-7864.
painting, plumbing, conSHARP Copiers Local au- swering 753-9518, after modern facility.
1968 VOLKSWAGON
Kenmore
.
hours
Westingh
502-658ouse,
3282 Jim
12
1987
QUALIFI
RENAUL
thorized dealer, sales, reED ha'
crete
T
Free
Alliance
Squareb
estimate
ack 474-2325
s Call
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM: EXCELLENT TENNESners to display tic:raiz.
GTA: 20K MI, 2.0 liter, Whirlpool 30 years expen 474-2307
ntal, lease and service Call Randolph.
Checks scratching & re- SEE DEER HUNTING 1969 DODGE Corrnet race 5-speed, with air. Pkg in- ence Parts and service,
sealed insulated repta, •
1-800-248-4319
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc. lieves
Used Appliances Bobby SEWING Machine Repair
irritated skin without GROUND: located about car. 383 automatic, mallory cludes, low profile tires
ment windows(62 U
TRUCK Bed Mats Ford. Heating and air condition- steriods. Promotes healing 30 miles from Murray, 98',4
ignition, Richmond gear, Must see! $6,500 or best Hopper, 753-4872 or All makes and models
luxe package $99 8-S •
436-5848 (home)
Chevy, Mazda Dodge, ing for commercial or resi- and hair growth on dogs & acres, running creek, joins manual shift valve body, offer 759-4417
home
and
industry Call
window 7 windov..,
, Adam
Toyota & Nissan Keith's dential_ Factory authorized cats! CALLOWAY SER- Westvaco and private dub, TCI shifter. Car runs strong
Kenneth Barnhill, monthly Financ
APPLIA
NCE
REPAIR
S
Trane
and
Carrier
dealer. VICE, INDUSTR
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
has approx. 25 acres soy- $3,100. 901-642-6440, 1988 CENTURY 4-door,
1-800-422 9872
IAL RD.
Factory trained by 3 major
Factory- trained serviceRd
Stella, Ky
beans, rest in timber Im- days; 901-642-0573, air, power, cruise, AM/FM
manufact
urers
Most
parts
men, six radio- dispatch
PEG'S Dog Grooming All mediate possession. Sale nights. Ask for
OLD'quilts wanted T,
stereo, luggage rack, wires,
Bobby.
in stock, on my truck All STEWART S Upholstery- dollar paid, Any
WATKINS Products, since service trucks 24 hour breeds 753 2915
$6,500 437-4723
price $28,000 Call Billy
work and parts warranteed
1868 Vanilla, pepper, cin- emergency service.
Large selection of material, Send photo Sri .
Fuchs, Moody Realty, 1972 FORD LTD: good
Ask for Andy at The Ap- new springs legs, etc Rea- 12 Z River HI,
namon, extracts, spices, 753-8181 Locally owned
condition, $250. 436-2451. 1989 PONTIAC Firebird
400
1-800-642-5093.
White with t-top, loaded, pliance Works. 753-2455
kitchen seasonings, lini- and operated. Serving Mursonable rates, free pick-up ville, K`r
ments, salves, laundry and ray and Calloway County
MOBILE Home lots in 1975 TOYOTA Celica. 10,000 actual miles, BUSH
and delivery 436-5236
502,897-3819
Produce
HOGG
ING
home care products. Call for over 52 years
Scenic Acres near East 5-speed with air, needs $10,500 753-7169
489-2355
scme
interior
APPLES
work.
Lyle Spencer at (502)
, golden delicious Elementary - city water,
FOR Sale or trade 1984
474-2325.
Rome beauty, also Sweet $3,850 Call 753-7668,8-5
354-8117.
CARTER Roofing Com300
Camaro Z-28 Grey,
Cider. McKenzie's Orpany.Flat Roofing Special1976
Business
FORD
LTD.
Extra
WINTER Pool Covers.
loaded,
excellent
SHERW
condition
OOD Forrest,
chard. 753-4725.
ist Residential, commerRentals
Above/Inground covers,
shaded lot, city water, dean, V-8, air. Call after 3 Asking $6,400, will take cial,
industrial
pm.
410
753-1104
.
tubes, air pillows, plugs and SMALL
older pock-up as trade-in
sewer, natural gas.
Business Building
1-800-447-2706
CuSToil KITCHEN CABINETS
Public
gizmo. Cleaning and win- Prime location,
Must
sell
759-9268
soon,
make
.
offer
1978 CHEVROLET ImCUSTOM WOODWORKINO
intersection
Sale
(901)
terizing service available of Sycamore
CLEANI
644-018
NG
1,
Busines
Buchases
All Types Of
and 4th
WOODED lot in Candelight pala good condition. After
and residential General
C J's Pool & Patio, 106 N Streets Newly remodele
nan, Tenn
5 p.m. call 753-6239.
d
Estates
100x195.
$3.850.
Custo
Woodworking
m
4th St 759-1911
cleaning, window washing
Call 753-8809
Call 753-7668, 8a.m.-5p.m. 1978 JEEP Wagonee
floor stripping and carpet
r StaHave You Been
tion Wagon. Good mechanshampooing References
4S0
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ically. Good hunting car,
supplies 753-6737
Turned Down
250
• Drop by & sae our showroom
Fame
$1295. 436-2297.
Elsewhere?
DONCANS Construction
Fos Sale
Business
1980 HONDA Civic:
Experienced builders of
Services
33h ACRES: Drilled well, 5-speed. 474-2325.
Credit Problems V OK
houses, garages, storage
Oct.
10th
&
11th
MUSIC MAN DJ's has the
2 barns 1975 mobile
buildings, pole barns Also
No Credit V OK
7 til ?
Downtown, close to
music for all occasions,
home, 14x70, 3 bedrooms 1981 FORD Escort Station
remodeling Call for free
Divorce V OK
party's, weddings, clubs,
l'h baths, 15x20 addition Wagon gray, 4-speed,
square. Utilities and
From
estimates 437-4941
Mayfield
dances & reunions Call
Wood stove, pond stocked, bucket seats, blue interior,
janitorial services ofBankruptc
y V OK
take
Hwy.
80
east
power
steering,
ELECTRI
A/C,
CIAN Licensed
cruise
now for special rates,
idea for horses. $40,000,
fered.
control, good tires, runs
contractor, quality work At
2 miles, turn left
1-901642-3542.
753-7622
We sell dependable,
and drives good, nice infordable price No charge
753-8302
at Hwy. 131, 5
affordable cars to
Is your chimney ready for the winter?
side
and out Priced right
service call Runyon
270
460
people
who
want
to
miles.
or
$1,295 Call 759-1559
Electric
Service
436-527
9
Homes
Roble
If Not, Call "Chim Chim" Chimre-establish their credit.
Quilts,dolls, tools,
753-5870
Horne* For Sale
For Sale
1982 BUICK Regal 350
ELECTRICAL installation
ney Sweeps - 435-4191
Low Weekly Payments
guns, glassware,
and repair All gas installa12x60 MOBILE Home 2
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath V-8 engine, power, steer
Call "Chim Chim" for All Your
tion and repair Also refrig
antiques,
toys,
house, located in Oak Es- ing, power brakes, air, ste
bedrooms, $3,500
320
reo radio, new tires
Chimney Needs: Caps, Screens
oration Call 753-7203
Gall
Sammy
tates
applianc
759 1949 or 753-3870
All
es,
gas
furnitur
childre
e,
n
Apartments
heat, large deck, 2-car gar- $2,000 474-'8040
for Details
FENCE sales at Sears
For Rent
& adult clothes,
12x65 GRANVILLE 2 bedVilla Tam • lihnitrtro
age, beautifully land- 1982 k4AZDA RX7: Air, sun
now Call Sears 753-2310
rooms, 2 baths, excellent 1 BEDROOM furnished
lots of misc.
Routs 7, Boa 537
scaped, immaculate condi- roof, AM/FM radio. $2195
free
for
estimate
for
your
condition central heat apt close to University and
Murray, KY 42071
tion. Phone 753-5691, af- 753-9710, 1500 Canterneeds
759-1322
Hospital Some utilities
ter 5 pm
OF MURRAY
bury Dr
14x50 1980 FAIRMONT 2 paid. Call 753-4012 or
BEDROO
3
Sit
M,2 bath, brick 1983 AUDI 5000 Turbo,
330
S.12th
Phone
bedrooms, 1 bath, gas, 753-8756
kturrny Ky
753-4961
Desirable location
Real
diesel excellent condition
central heat and air 1 BEDROOM furnishe
753-7405
d
Estate
759-4512 days, 753-6645
equipped, partially furn- apartment Nice & large,
after 5 p m
CROSSLAND Area 2 bed
ished, $5,850 753-7668, close to campus, $165/ 4 ACRE tract for sale Lo
500
cated approximately 8 room brick, den, central 1984 BUICK Skyhawk Urn
8a m -5p m
month 753-7276
Used
H/A tobacco barn, approx ited Fuel injection,
miles East from Murray
Truckle
over
28 acres 498-8854
Well and Septic system al
head cam automatic in
1975 CJ-5 JEEP 66,000
ready on the property Call
Moor, new tires, all extras,
actual miles, $1 900
Kopperud Realty, for more LOG Homes Over 40 stan
78,xxx
Tile*,
$2,750
See
dard models Free bo
753-7169
information 753-1222
chure Honest Abe Log at Gulf Star.-...r., 16th &
Rain or Shine
Chestn
.•*rAy 181 or 1979 FORD Bronco Ran
BUILDING site, 5 acres 10 Homes, Route 1 Box
ger XLT: 435-4129
)
miles S E $7,500
84CK, Moss, Tennessee 753-20.S‘If you need any form of Life
436-2884
38575 (800) 231-3695

Prime Office
Space For
Rent

Dan Taylor

31 Family
Yard Sale

Cold Weather Will Soon
Be Here!

TOYOTA

Real Estate Auction
Sat., October 14th
10:00 AM

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS'

Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you and
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed,
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking views of Gat
linburg and mountains
Fireplace, balcony Indoor
pool, Jacuzzis Monday
Thursday October Special'
Free
Brochure
1-800 242-4853

NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house in Marton Heights
Sub PRICE REDUCED!
Call 753 3903 after 4:30
pm to see this new home
or drive by 1564 1.4ockingbird Home is open until
300 p.m weekdays

10

1001,N intEt

Antrum,

0.6%.

First United Methodist Church

(Downtown)

9:00-2:00 p.m. (Maple St
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21
Lunch 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
($4.00)

Septic Tank

Trenching

Tickets may be purchased Iro en any Wormnel
Society
kaornbar, or Reservations may be made by caning
Party
We Moody 753-5415

Water Line
Installation

TM wilier* of the church will have a seers
bid &Lathan
on a by quilt for • minimum lad of SW.00

(Installation & repair)

Sewer Lines
Ditching

I

Mirrray Ledger & Times

.130

Mobilo
Horne. For Salo

PAGE

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156

Homemade Cakes, Pies, Breads • Christmas
Decorfelons • Crafts • Attic Treasures • Fam-Perri
ting

licaory Ova

1

1 mile south on Hwy 121 turn right onto old Murra-Pari
Road, Proceed V2 mile to property.

Description: Enclosed mobile home plus addition and garage
on appro•
merely 2 acres.
Owneks:

Richard and Natalie Duke

Terms:

20% down day of sale, balance within 30 days with passing of

%tort.

°mad

Kopperud Realty
711 Main SI.

"1:%;7,1?-;;;:-..zr

"•%`49#
.14,61t1SAV-1-4

Location:

1101) "1141.0 - Ntille.i. %IR

753-1222
492-8594

(
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Over $3,000 spent by Need Line

OBITUARIES
Harold Glen Dixon
Harold Glen Dixon, 57, formerly
of Calloway County, died Monday
moming at his home in Detroit,
Mich. His death followed an

extended illness.
Born Dec. 21, 1931, he was the
son of Otrie Dixon and Reba
Spagge Dixon. He was an Army

Jerry Lynn Richerson
Jerry Lynn Richerson 49, Smyrna, Tenn., died Monday at 3:30
a.m. at M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, Houston, Texas.
A graduate of Murray Training
School, he had been employed for
23 years with Aladdin Co. of Nashville, Tenn. He was a member of
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove.
Born Feb. 27, 1940, he was the
son of Gerald Richerson and the
late Jennie Ophelia Brewer
Richerson.
He is survived by his father,
Gerald Richerson, and stepmother,

Mrs. Eulala Richerson, Rt. 7, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Janice Stenger,
and one niece, Julie Stenger, Brentwood, Tenn.; one brother, Dr. Dennis Richerson and his wife, Dr.
Joan Richerson, Houston, Texas;
several uncles, aunts and cousins.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Robert N. Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Wednesday.

David Geerdes
David Geerdes, 51, brother of
Tom Geerdes of Murray, died in
his sleep Friday night at his home
in Hawthorn, Nev.
Born May 4, 1938, in George,
Iowa, he was the son of Lucy Williamson Geerdes and John Geerdes
who died in 1974.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Gail Geerdes, four daughters, Heidi, Stacey, DeeDee and Missy, one
son, David Jr., and three grandchildren, all of Hawthorn; his mother,

Mrs. Lucy Geerdes, George, Iowa;
four sisters, Mrs. Grace Hodson,
Davis, Calif., Mrs. Cindy Barker,
Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs. June Wood,
Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Lila
Brownell, Eugene, Ore.; two
brothers, Gilbert Geerdes, Missouri
Valley, Iowa, and Tom Geerdes,
Murray.
The funeral is today at Hawthorn
Presbyterian Church. Burial will
follow in a cemetery at Hawthorn,
Nev.

Mrs. Alma Compton Cooper
Services for Mrs. Alma Compton
Cooper will be today at 4 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Officiating will be the
Rev. Danny Leslie, the Rev. Sam
Foreman and the Rev. Robert
McKinney. Music will be by Jimmy and Linda Wilson.
Pallbearers will be Stanley Hargrove, Clayton Hargrove, Bob Hargrove, Don Hargrove, Jimmy Felts,
Andy Cooper, Larry Smith, David
Smith and Caleb Smith, all
grandsons.
Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cooper, 78, of 816 Hurt
Dr., died Sunday at 10:40 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Martin Cecil
McCuiston
The funeral for Martin Cecil
(M.C.) McCuiston will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
A. Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5:30 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. McCuiston, 87, of 1608 Hermitage Dr., Murray, died Sunday at
9:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Drane McCuiston one sister,
Mrs. Fannie Ella McCuiston, and a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Robbie Hutson,
Murray; four nieces; four nephews.

She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Frances Hargrove and
husband, T.C., Rt. 1, Murray, and
Mrs. Calene Felts and husband,
Bill, Rt. 7, Mayfield; three sons,
Frank Cooper and wife, Betty, Rt.
7, Mayfield, and John Cooper and
wife, Lil, and Lloyd Cooper and
wife, Joyce, Rt. 7, Murray; stepdaughter, Mrs. Odell Kemp, Rt. 7,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Beatrice
Blakely, Buchanan, Tenn.; one
brother, Cod l Compton, Kirksey;
16 grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; 17 great-grandcnildren;
seven stepgreat-grandchildren.

Issac Page

veteran.
Survivors are one daughter, Miss
Alice Dixon, Detroit; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Otrie Dixon, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Reba Betts, Kewanee, Ill.; one grandchild.
Services will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Burial will follow in McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Georgia
Bowersox
Mrs. Georgia Bowersox, 89, died
Monday at 5 p.m. at her home in
South Bend, Ind. Her death was
due to asphyxiation from a fire in
her home.
Survivors are her husband, Russell Bowersox; two daughters, Mrs.
Charlene Laws, South Bend, and
Mrs. Jo Weaks and husband,
George, Murray; seven grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Funeral and burial rites will be
conducted from Orvis Palmer Funeral Home, South Bend, Ind.

Issac Austin Page, 60, of Box
327, New Concord, died Monday at
10:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
An Army veteran, he had retired
from Chrysler Corp., Detroit, Mich.
He was a member of Tobacco Port
United Methodist Church, Bumpus
Mills, Tenn.
Born Dec. 28, 1928, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Ike Page and Pearl Harris
Page. One sister, Mrs. Edna Kingins, also preceded him in death.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
Louise Sholar, Bumpus Mills, and
Mrs. Evelyn Petty, Detroit, Mich.;
16 nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn. The Rev. Heyward Roberts
of Murray will officiate.
Pallbearers will be R.L. Sholar,
Roger Sholar, Kenny Sholar, Harold Phillips, Billy Joe Kingins and
David Kingins.
Burial will follow in McKinney
Cemetery at Bumpus Mills.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

6 facing odometer rollback
indictments plead innocent
Benton, Ky. — Six of eight men
indicted in an alleged odometer
rollback scheme have pleaded
innocent, a court spokeswoman
said.
Arraignment of two others was
delayed until Oct. 20 so they could
hire legal counsel.
Charlie Cox, Gene Clark Gillham, Harold (Bine) Travis, Larry
Gardner, Timmy Gardner, Doug
Dotsun and Bumis (Sonny) English, all of Marshall County, and
Bruce Lynn Pritchett of Calloway
County, were indicted by a Marshall County grand jury on charges
of operating an alleged criminal
syndication to commit theft over
$100 by rolling back car mileage,
Attorney General Fred Cowan

Littleville man guilty in child's death

A total of $3,368,64 wits spent
by Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., during the month of
September.
Carolyn Outland, assistant director, made the monthly report at a
meeting of the Need Line Board
held Monday at Pagliai's.
Outland said out of this amount,
that $2,219 was spent for utilities

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-3.99
I.B.M.108% -Y.
Previous Close
2791.41
Ingersoll Rand
49 -%
1
Air Products
47/
+%
Jerrico
23% B 23% A
A.T.C.-Class A
50% B 50% A
Kmart
38% •%
AT&T
43% -V.
Kroger
18% unc
Bell South
551
/
4 UDC
McDonalds
30% +%
Briggs & Stratton
29 unc
JC Penney
67% - Y.
Chrysler
24% -%
Quaker Oats
62% CSX Corp
36% -%
Sears
42% +Y.
Dean Foods
35% +1/.
Texaco
53% -%
Dollar Gen. Store 114 B 11% A
Time Inc.
146% +2%
Exxon
45% +%
UST
29% unc
Ford
52% -%
Wal-Mart
43% +Y.
General Motors
47%
Woolworth
65% +%
Goodrich
551
/
4 -1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
8.15
Goodyear
53% -%
BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM
COURTSOUARE

753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

INSURANCE

announced Sept. 21.
During their arraignment Friday,
all except English and Cox pleaded
innocent and will make their next
court appearance on Nov. 3.
English and Cox, who had not
hired attorneys, are scheduled to
enter their plea Oct. 20, according
to a clerk in the office of the Marshall Circuit Court Clerk.
Each defendant was released on
$10,000 bond. Pritchett's bond was
reduced to $1,000 during his
appearance Friday, the clerk said.
The indictments mark the first
time for prosecution of odomoter
rollbacks under a "criminal syndication" law. Allegations are that at
least five of the men promoted,
conspired or committed theft by
rolling back odometers over a period of time, listed as since Dec. 10,
1984, Cowan said earlier.

PADUCAH, Ky. — A McCracken Circuit Court jury convicted
Willie Lee Shaw Jr. yesterday of murdering a 4-year-old boy in a
child abuse case.
The jury found Shaw guilty of torturing, beating and drowning
James D. Williams, the son of Shaw's former girlfriend, Felicia
Williams Moss.
Shaw, 39, was accused of killing the boy Jan. 2 at a residence
Shaw shared with Moss in Littleville. Testimony showed the child
died as the result of blunt-force injuries on the face and head. The
boy also suffered blows to the stomach and bruises, cuts and
abrasions from the tips of his toes to the tips of his fingers from
weeks of beatings, witnesses said.
Shaw claimed that Moss tossed her son into a water-filled hole
behind the residence and caused his death.

and $316.08 for food.
During the month of October,
the staff worked with 164 families
dealing with 276 problems.
"We are in need of fof'to
replenish the pantry at the office at
209 Maple Si," Outland said. Persons may bring staple items and
canned goods to the office during
regular office hours, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Free Claim
Filing For ALL
My Clients
The Average Cost Of A Nursing
Home is $1,500 to $2,000 a
month.

Lou V. McGary
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home
stay for you? Call for free information on
custodial, intermediate, and skilled
nursing home coverage.

753-7890

COME70OUR OCTOBER
SALEAND WATCH THE
COLORSCHANGE
-

Mrs. Nelle
T. Robbins
Graveside rites for Mrs. Nelle
Trousdale Robbins were today at
10 a.m. at Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris, Tenn. Dr. David C. Ross of
Murray officiated.
McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Robbins, 85, of 502 Olive
St., Murray, died Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the widow of Robert Hale
Robbins.

BIG SAVINGS ON. . .
Unfinished Furniture,
Carpet Remnants & Framed

Wallpaper Sale
In Stock Patterns:

$6.$8.$10.$14

Hog Market
•

FekraP-S1444 Mutat Now Servka Ode
14, MO
Kesaacky Pprociast Ans Hag %orbitRsd&dirks 5
du*. Shalom Iheeipit Ad 304I.MO Barron &
CAW SO *bar, Sew ..94L111 kisbar.
U 1-2 724-29I is
S4[3-4475
LS 1-2 71116-731 Is
1441S-41‘,26
1-3 726-2.111 Is
34175-44.25
US 3-4 zsermi
$4473-45.75
Sews
US 1-2 2741511
S37 M5111.41
US 1-3 31044111 bp
$34411-31.94
LS 1,3 4014541 Is
S33.14-4444
LS 1-3 DOI ad up
SCA415.0
LS 2-3 344-514 is
11131111.310/
Roan 5311.414X1-54

Per Double Roll
Selected Wallpaper Books

30%-40°/00ff
Carpet Sale All Month.
FREE Installation On 20 Yds. Or More.

15-Year Interior Flat Latex
•One-coat coveiage
•Soap & water clean-up

199
I GAL
Reg. $14.99

15-Year Semi-Gloss
Latex Enamel
•Scrubbable
•Kid proof

.Ready-made Widths
•Custom Made
.Any Length
•Great Prices

Bel-Air Decor

5

GAL

Reg. $18.99

WITHCOLONY VALUESROMFLOOR TO alum

$6!!
Give your ceiling
an attractive matte
finish in one
easy-to-apply coat!

Colony's high-hiding oil-base floor
enamel provides excellent coverage
and dries overnight to a tough gloss
finish.

I $it99

SA VE4

99

White Late%
Ceding Paid

The ideal primer for
latex or oil-based
paints. Covers even
porous surfaces
quickly.

to .
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Sat. 8-Noon

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

-

—

CASH & CARRY

